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OVERCOMINING DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING,
CREDIT, AND URBAN POLICY
UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO LAW SCHOOL BALDY CENTER
ON LAW AND SOCIAL POLICY
April 7, 2006
9:00 a.m. - 5:15 p.m.
Letro Courtroom
Carl Nightingale
Good morning, everyone. On behalf of UB Law School and
the Baldy Center on Law and Social Policy and the Buffalo Semi-
nar on Racial Justice, I want to welcome you heartily to the Work-
shop on Overcoming Racial Discrimination in Housing, Credit and
Urban Policy. My name is Carl Nightingale, I'm the coordinator of
the Buffalo Seminar on Racial Justice, which is just about a year
old, here at UB. The seminar was a forum designed to raise con-
sciousness about issues of institutional, racial inequality here on
campus and in our region. I also seek to connect academics and
people together for racial justice outside the academy with the idea
that there's mutual benefit in building such relationships.
Today's event is a second in a series of workshops that
we've organized, and in addition, the seminar meets twice a semes-
ter in the evenings, Thursday evenings, to learn about the work of
academics and activists in the area, and it's open to anyone who's
interested.
First I'd like to thank he participants in today's workshop,
in particular, Professor Gregory Squires, George Washington Uni-
versity, and Professor Guy Stuart, the Kennedy School at Harvard,
Professor Audrey McFarlane, University of Baltimore Law School,
who made the trip to Buffalo to share their work with us. Also to
Scott Gehl, [Executive Director] of Buffalo's Housing Opportu-
nities Made Equal' and Aaron Bartley of PUSH Buffalo,2 who've
Housing Opportunities Made Equal is a membership-based, nationally recog-
nized civil rights organization working to ensure fair and equal access to
housing. Their mission is to assist the people of Western New York to live in the
housing and communities of their choice through education, advocacy, enforce-
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taken time from their busy schedules fighting the good fight to be
with us today and hopefully just to be part of fighting that good
fight. Also great and heartfelt thanks to our cosponsors for this
event, George Hezel and Sara Faherty of the Affordable Housing
Clinic here at the Law School; Kathryn Foster of the Institute of
Local Governance and Regional Growth; Mike Farrell and Michael
Lichter of he Department of Sociology; Henry Louis Taylor and
Kelly Patterson of the Center for Urban Studies: the Urban and
Regional Planning Department; Martha McCluskey and Athena
Mutua of the ClassCrits Working Group; the Buffalo Public
Interest Law Journal; Terry McCormack and the staff of the AV
Department here in the Law School; and Lynn Mather and Ellen
Kausner of the Baldy Center of Law and Social Policy. All have
been a huge help in making this event possible.
Our purpose today is very important and it's pressing.
We're dealing with what I'm calling the post-post-Katrina era. Last
September, a class-4 hurricane jolted the whole country momen-
tarily into denial about institutionalized racial injustice in the
country, even so good of a denial of such matters as George Bush
choked out a concerned statement about racial inequality in public,
and now he and the consortium of developers and political leaders
have reinvented segregation in New Orleans just as federal credit
support policies were used to force blacks into the ghettos across
the country during the mid-twentieth century. Now all sorts of
technical (blank) techniques are being employed for separation
again. This time the goal is to keep black New Orleans out of the
ghetto and force them into Quonset huts, motel rooms and other
shacks across Louisiana's cancer alley and other impoverished
areas across the South and elsewhere.
In the post-post-Katrina era, we need to think with greater
imagination, I believe, about residential segregation and inequality
-housing inequality, wealth inequality-and to work with greater
ment of fair housing laws, and the creation of housing opportunities. See http://
www.homeny.org.
2 People United for Sustainable Housing Buffalo is a grassroots, non-profit com-
munity organization working to rebuild the West Side of Buffalo. See http://
www.pushbuffalo.org.
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energy to counter it. Discrimination in the market for housing is I
believe one of the major central organs or machines of that are
American institutions of racial inequality. It guarantees dramatic
disparate patterns of wealth, holding, for whites and blacks and
other people of color. It has affected some experiences of educa-
tional, transportation, occupational inequality. It helps create dis-
parate experiences with the criminal justice system and it
strengthens disparate exposures to environmental toxins. It lies at
the heart of the crisis of many of our cities including the half-
abandoned city of Buffalo, New York.
Part of the imagination we need to muster is simply to see
this problem. It might seem given the bright, shining color lines
that run down Buffalo's Main Street along its eastern city limits
are more complicated along Richmond Avenue or in West Side
and South Park Avenues in the old First Ward.
Segregation is a matter of. . . that could be expressed in
very invisible ways as well and I think the heart, the underlying
reasons are often invisible to us or hard to see. For example,
segregation can be expressed with deep passion with absolutely no
reference to race whatsoever. As witnessed a few weeks ago by
Scott Gehl at a meeting of the Central Park Parkside Neighborhood
Association, where impassioned references to crime and social
services and taxes were enough words to vent people's anger at a
very, very innocuous, in my mind, low income, mixed-use low-
income office space that they were going to put not only in their
neighborhoods, but across Main Street from their neighborhood.
And I felt like I could have been in one of those meetings in the
1940s and 50s when segregationists got together and said, "there's
blacks in our neighborhood, let's organize a mob and start bomb-
ing the house." If we felt just like that in terns of intensity, but race
was not mentioned once. There's not a single reference to black
people. As Professor Guy Stuart has argued in his powerful book,
Discriminating Risk,3 the appraisal in a poignant handbook, sanc-
tioned but largely invisible secondary mortgage market institutions
3 Guy Stuart, DISCRIMINATING RISK: U.S. MORTGAGE LENDING INDUSTRY IN
THE 20"' CENTURY (Cornell University Press, 2003).
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still 35 years after discrimination in housing is declared illegal
have contained his quote, "implicit endorsement of racial segrega-
tion in the midst of highly technical prose." As Scott Gehl of
Buffalo's Housing Opportunities Made Equal have shown, it's
very difficult to recognize when you've been discriminated against
when you're being denied housing. As Greg Squires has pointed
out, predatory lenders continue to make giant profits because they
hide their schemes in fine print. As Aaron Bartley and PUSH
Buffalo have told us, and obscure government a encies like the
New York State Municipal Bond Banking Agency can keep thou-
sands of abandoned buildings moldering away for decades without
any care for the effects of their actions on local residents. As he
has shown, cities use the various federal urban policy measures
also systematically prioritize the needs and lifestyles of middle-
class people interested in city living and to neglect poor districts of
the cities. So in fact, it's not just New Orleans, it's everywhere.
So what do we do about this? To begin with, let me allow
George Hezel of the UB Law School's Affordable Housing Clinic
to introduce our first speaker and commentator.
George Hezel
I want to tell you a few things about Gregory Squires. A
few things you have to know: First of all, he's professor of sociol-
ogy and chair at the George Washington University. He is a proli-
fic writer. Having examined his vitae online at George Washing-
ton, I find 25 thickly-packed pages with the following: 10 books,
46 articles and refereed journals, 24 book chapters, 19 book
reviews, 40 monographs, countless editorials in an array of news-
papers across the United States and 57 presentations to conferences
like this and others. Perhaps the volume of writings can be
attributed to his educational background. Professor Squires has a
background, believe it or not, in Journalism, not Sociology, from
Northwestern University. He has a Ph.D in Sociology from Michi-
gan State University, where he did his dissertation on Education,
4 State of New York Municipal Bond Banking Agency Homepage, http://www.
nyhomes.org/home/index.asp?page=51 (last visited Mar. 16, 2007).
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Jobs, and the U.S. Class Structure. A sampling of his recent arti-
cles and books will tell you where his heart and head are. Today,
picking up-the thread of those themes in his books and publica-
tions, Professor Squires will discuss with us race, place, privilege,
and how policy shapes the opportunity structure in America.
Gregory Squires
I thank you for that generous introduction. This is basically
what I want to say: I think this message; this statement from an
insurance agent in Boston captures everything that I want to say:
"Do the kids in the neighborhood play basketball or hockey?"
Now, as somewhat of an aside, some of you know that I've done
some work on insurance redlining over the years and some of you
have heard me say that in over 20 years of doing research on insur-
ance, this is the first time I've encountered anti-Canadian bias on
the part of insurance companies!
What's the message here? The message here, I think, is that
when it comes to the distribution of valued goods or services, and I
know we do not spend a whole lot of time agonizing over our
homeowners insurance policies, particularly those of you who are
students and have not thought about buying your first home yet,
but if you cannot get an insurance policy, you will not get a
mortgage--even a predatory loan. And if you do not have a
mortgage loan, you're not going to buy a house unless you can
afford to pay for it cash. Insurance is important. And this is a
valued good that is distributed in part, at least, and I would say a
significant part, on the basis of the neighborhood. But what is it
about neighborhood that matters? What matters about the neigh-
borhood, in fact, is not the games that children play. What matters
about the neighborhood is the racial composition of that neighbor-
hood. And so in some respects, I think this one statement captures
almost everything we need to know about racial inequality today.
Having said that, I want to suggest that there's an emerging
consensus on the causes of racial inequality and poverty in general
in the United States today. And it's a consensus that suggests that
the civil rights problems of our day were solved. They were solved
in the 1960s when we passed all the civil rights laws; that if racial
2006-2007
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inequality and poverty exist today-and it's conceded that these
problems do exist-it's not because of discrimination. The prob-
lems that exist today exist because there are a handful of people of
color, particularly African-Americans, and a handful of whites,
who simply have the wrong values, the wrong internal culture and
characteristics. These are people who just refuse to take advantage
of the opportunities that have been created. John McWhorter has
written a number of books and articles, on race in America. His
first book was called Losing the Race.5 He has more recently pub-
lished a book called Winning the Race.6 And his basic argument is
that blacks are where they are today, or at least blacks who aren't
in the middle class yet, are where they are today because of their
own fault. They have developed a commitment to an identity as a
victim, which Shelby Steele has referred to as a victim-focused
identity. Blacks are caught up and captured by the notion that they
are a victim. They see discrimination everywhere, even though it's
hardly anywhere anymore according to this perspective. Because
they see themselves as victims they feel that they don't have to
play by the rules that the rest of us do. So many of them don't do
well in school, because doing well in school is acting white. This is
the basic message of this book, Losing the Race. In his book,
Winning the Race, he takes the same argument one step further and
refers to this notion of therapeutic alienation which many poor
blacks, and many scholars, people like Elijah Anderson, Sheryl
Cashin and others have, where they perpetuate this commitment to
the notion of blacks as victims, they see discrimination every-
where, they can't see anything else as the cause of the problems,
and as a result, blacks aren't going to go anywhere.
McWhorter argues that the legacy of the 1960s and the
entitlement that it created has done more damage to blacks than the
entire history, or legacy, of racial discrimination in the United
States. He says, going back to his earlier book, Losing the Race,
that by demanding civil rights, gains or benefits, people of color
are demanding by fiat what other people have earned. McWhorter
5 John McWhorterm LOSING THE RACE (The Free Press 2000).
6 John McWhorter, WINNING THE RACE: BEYOND THE CRISIS IN BLACK AMERI-
CA (Gotham Books 2005).
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may simply be one of the more extreme examples, but he's hardly
alone. William Raspberry of the Washington Post, certainly no
knee-jerk conservative, often returns to this theme of culture as
being the problem that plagues the black community today.
Raspberry has recently written that white America has done a
pretty good job of opening up the doors of opportunity for those
who are prepared to walk through them. Orlando Patterson a
couple weeks ago wrote an Op Ed for the New York Times saying
that the problem was culture." He sort of conceded that there are
structural barriers and that they may even be the cause of the
culture, but he quickly dismisses that and says if we're really going
to deal with the issue of race, we need to deal with the cultural
problems we see in the inner city. And he says even if it is
primarily structural, it's easier to change culture than it is structure.
One of the interesting examples he gives of a dramatic cultural
change was the elimination of Jim Crow. He says Jim Crow was
the embodiment of a culture of segregation and discrimination in
this country, but we changed that. As I read the article, it struck me
that Jim Crow is a perfect example of the structural barriers that
have created denials of opportunity, but Patterson is continuing to
emphasize this notion of culture.
So racism has disappeared. It's not a problem. Two nights
ago on the Colbert Report, Steven Colbert asked Jesse Jackson,
"Jesse, what are you doing these days now that racism is over? ' 8
This is the mindset, and this is an emerging consensus on racial
inequality today. Public opinion polls that show that almost 50% of
whites today believe that blacks and whites are on an equal level
when it comes to homeownership and housing opportunities,
employment, income and other socioeconomic factors. A growing
number of scholars are propagating this perspective, not just John
McWhorter, but the Themstroms, Thomas Sowell, Charles Murray
and several others have been making this argument.
But this is a flawed perspective. The social science evi-
dence on questions of race and poverty clearly shows that there are
7 Orlando Patterson, Op-Ed., A Poverty of the Mind, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 26, 2006.
8 The Colbert Report (Comedy Central television broadcast Apr. 4, 2006).
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a number of structural barriers that continue to block out people of
color, and particularly African-Americans, from the mainstream,
middle class America. I'm going to spend a little bit of time today
talking about three particular forces-sprawl, hypersegregation
9
and concentrated poverty-all of which are fueled by explicit
public policy decisions and private institutional, primarily invest-
ment, practices. From this perspective, it is these kinds of ongoing
spatial, class, racial and other structural barriers that account for
the uneven development of metropolitan areas. Perhaps more
importantly from this perspective, the problem with the main-
stream, conventional wisdom, is that to the extent that we can hold
onto that viewpoint, we allow ourselves the luxury of denying the
reality of class and race privilege. We account for poverty in terms
of the internal characteristics of those who are suffering. The
logical answer is we really don't have to do much at least in the
way of public policy. It's not our fault. It's their fault. I'm not sug-
gesting that the problem is one of malicious racism. One problem
is that there are structural realities that allow some of us who are
white, in particular males, to benefit regardless of attitudes, or
regardless of intent. Whites can generally buy a home in a
neighborhood and enjoy full appreciation of the property values in
a white neighborhood regardless of what they might happen to
think about race, while racial and ethnic minorities of a similar
socioeconomic status are more likely to be steered into a black
neighborhood and are not able to enjoy the same kind of apprecia-
tion. At a press conference yesterday the National Fair Housing
Alliance' ° demonstrated continued racial steering in 12 cities
where they had recently done paired testing. Blacks and whites
continue to be steered in different directions. So as long as you
9 In a significant subset of large urban areas, people of color experience extreme
spatial and social segregation. This patter has been called 'hypersegregation.'
DS Masset & NA Denton, Hypersegregation in US. metropolitan areas: Black
and Hispanic segregation along five dimensions, 26 Demography 391 (1989).
'0 The National Fair Housing Alliance (NFHA) is the only national organization
dedicated solely to ending discrimination in housing. NFHA works to eliminate
housing discrimination and to ensure equal housing opportunities for all people
through leadership, education and outreach, membership services, public policy
initiatives, advocacy and enforcement. See http://www.nationalfairhousing.org.
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don't have whites demand in integrated or black neighborhoods,
those properties will not increase or even maintain their value. This
demand is structured in part by real estate agents that are con-
sciously steering people. So again, it's not that whites have to have
a racial attitude or a racist intent. Whites in many ways can benefit
from the existing racial hierarchy regardless of intent. And so in a
variety of ways we perpetuate into the future the racial inequality
that clearly was grounded at one time in most overt explicit forms
of racial prejudice and discrimination.
If policy has created these structural barriers policy might
be able to help us ameliorate them. But let me first give you some
numbers. [See Figure 6.3]
Figure [6.3], which I borrowed from Doug Massey shows
that in terms of income equality we've seen a substantial increase
since roughly the late 70s, early 1980s. Some of you may remem-
ber a wonderful article by Lester Thurow I that was written in
Science Magazine in 1987 in which Thurow described the emer-
ging thrust of inequality. He wrote about the surge of inequality
that was happening in the United States. And look what has
happened since 1987. [See Figure 6.4]
If there was a surge of inequality in the 1980s, I don't know
what label he would use for what's going on today. And if we look
at the distribution of wealth, another table that Doug Massey gave
me [see Figure 6.4], shows that wealth is much more highly
unequally distributed than income and that inequality has become
much greater in recent years.
Paul Krugman had an interesting piece in the New York
Times 12 about two or three weeks ago showing that over the last 20
years or so it was the top one or two percent that had received most
of the gains in the increase in income and wealth so the reality is
even worse than the picture that's been presented in recent years.
[See Figure 6.5]
Figure [6.5] gives you some measures of wealth disparities
between blacks, whites and Hispanics. We can see that blacks and
" Lester C. Thurow, A Surge in Inequality, Scientific American, May 1987, at 26.
12 Paul Krugman, Op-Ed., Graduates Versus Oligarchs, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 27,
2006.
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Hispanics have less than 1/10 th of the wealth the whites do, that
blacks and Hispanics are much more likely to have no wealth at
all, or actually have negative wealth-to be in debt. Homeowner-
ship has gone up and in recent years has reached record highs but
we still see significant gaps between the homeownership rates for
whites and non-whites and perhaps the bottom two rows are the
most interesting here where we see the value of homes and other
assets, we see dramatic differences associated with race and
wealth. [See Figure 6.6]
Those of us who are applauding the meritocracy that we're
living in need to look at the differences in inheritance. Whites are
more than twice as likely as blacks to receive an inheritance and
when they do, they receive an inheritance that's three or four times
larger than what blacks get. Think what you can buy for the dif-
ference between $115,000 and $32,000. You can pay to educate
one of your kids at a public university for that amount of money;
you can make a down payment on a home, even in a high-priced
city like Washington, DC. And these numbers reflect inheritance-
this is what kids get after their parents die. This doesn't tell us
what parents can give their kids during their lifetime. There's a
wonderful new book by Tom Shapiro, The Hidden Cost of Being
African-American.13 He describes all these families, middle-class
professional families that are struggling to make it-black, white,
Latino. In a number of cases, in the white family he's talking
about, the husband is a lawyer, is putting in 80 hours a week at the
law firm to try to make partner, and the woman is an accountant
trying to make partner at her firm and they're struggling to get by.
But they own their home. So Tom had asked them how they got
their home, and they would just casually say, "Joe's father gave us
the down payment for the home." And then he interviews black
couples that have graduated from the same professional schools,
holding the same kinds of jobs and they're still renting. And the
reason they're renting is because they're paying off student loans
that the white couple didn't have to pay off. They didn't have a
'3 Thomas Shapiro, THE HIDDEN COST OF BEING AFRICAN-AMERICAN: How
WEALTH PERPETUATES INEQUALITY (Oxford University Press, 2004).
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parent who gave them the money for the down payment for the
home. The white couple doesn't see anything other than their own
struggles because they are working hard but the racial disparity is
rather dramatic because of the wealth disparities between these
families. [See Figure 6.7]
I'm going to give you a few numbers on segregation and
the concentration of poverty in Buffalo and the United States (see
fig.6.7). There has been some reduction in black/white levels of
segregation over the last 20-30 years. But to some extent this is
misleading. This is what we see in Buffalo, there hasn't been so
much progress. The index of dissimilarity has gone from 80 to 77
the isolation index from 66 to 63. This is virtually no progress in
Buffalo, and Buffalo's hardly unique. The reason I say these num-
bers are somewhat misleading is because where there has been
progress on black/white segregation levels, it's primarily in rela-
tively smaller communities where there are relatively few minori-
ties so that when blacks are able to move into non-black neighbor-
hoods, whites in those metropolitan areas still have very little
contact with African-Americans. But where segregation levels
have not changed has been in those areas in the country where the
black population is actually very heavily concentrated to this day.
Chicago, New York, Milwaukee, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland-
rust belt cities-this is where the black population is heavily
concentrated. It is still the case that where the overwhelming
majority of the nation's black population lives we see little change.
We see and we hear stories about blacks and Latinos and other
people of color moving to suburbs, and that's true. There are more
suburbs that have black residents; there are fewer suburbs that have
no black families. But even in those suburban communities, the
measures of segregation persist at very high levels. So if there had
been progress on segregation, segregation, if not hypersegregation,
continues to be a central organizing feature of American metropol-
itan areas. In their nationwide testing study of 2000,14 the Urban
14 Margery Turner, Discrimination in Metropolitan Housing Markets, (The
Urban Institute, 2002)
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Institute 15 showed that one out of every five black or Latino home
seekers, whether they're buying or renting, encountered some form
of unlawful discrimination in their efforts to find a home. And for
reasons we can talk about later, that one out of five was a dramatic
understatement of the actual levels of discrimination that are
clearly going on in the market. [See Figure 6.8]
As for concentrated poverty, (see fig. 6) we see that in the
United States over the last 30 years or so, the number of census
tracts and the population of those living in concentrated poor
census tracts, has doubled. Buffalo is a little bit ahead of the curve
compared to the nation. Instead of doubling the number of poor
tracts went from three to 19. Instead of the population doubling, it
went from 5,000 to 51,000. Now you probably saw the reports that
came out of the Brookings Institution showing that concentrated
poverty dramatically declined during the 1990s, and that's true.
The number of people living in poor tracts during the 1990s did
drop. This finding needs to be qualified: At the end of that decade
was the peak of the economic cycle when things were looking
good. If Jargowsky 16 had done his work two or three years later, he
probably would have had a very different pattern. More important-
ly a longer sweep of time again a 30-year period rather than a 10-
year period, we see concentrated poverty has increased and con-
tinues to be a central organizing feature of American metropolitan
areas.
Let me offer a few statements to illustrate both the
dimensions and consequences of uneven development. We see that
the black infant mortality rate is more than doubled white infant
mortality rate. In Bethesda, which is a very nice Maryland suburb
of Washington, DC, there's one pediatrician for every 400 child-
ren. In southeast Washington, which is a predominantly poor black
15 The Urban Institute's mission is to promote sound social policy and public
debate on national priorities. The Urban Institute gathers and analyzes data, con-
ducts policy research, evaluates programs and services, and educates Americans
on critical issues and trends. See http://www.urban.org.
16 Paul A. Jergowsky, Stunning Progress, Hidden Problems: The Dramatic
Decline of Concentrated Poverty in the 1990s (The Brookings Institute, 2003)
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neighborhood, there's one pediatrician for every 3,700 residents. 17
This alone does not account for the infant mortality rate, but this
example illustrates, again, the intersection between place and race.
And this is just one area of health care, I suspect if we had looked
at the location of banks or retail stores of any kind, you'll find the
same spatial pattern. In Washington, DC, one of the issues that you
see constantly raised, is that Prince George's County, which is an
increasing black middle-class county, doesn't have anywhere near
the amenities of Montgomery County or Fairfax County, two other
counties which are just as close to Washington, DC, that happen to
be predominantly white. Sheryll Cashin's book, The Failures of
Integration,' 8 nicely illustrates the difference between middle-class
black and middle-class white neighborhoods in the nation and
Washington, DC, in particular.
The distribution of subprime loans reveals a similar pattern.
We see that residents in minority neighborhoods are nearly three
times as likely to buy a home with sub-prime loan as residents of
white neighborhoods. In the U.S. blacks are three times as likely as
whites to use sub-prime loans when they purchase a home, and
Hispanics are twice as likely as whites. Disparities in Buffalo are
even larger. When borrow and property characteristics were con-
trolled, the Federal Reserve Board found that this basic relation-
ship held. More interesting, when we look at the racial composition
of neighborhoods, we see that in predominantly white neighbor-
hoods, nine percent of whites received subprime loans compared to
almost 24% of those in predominantly minority neighborhoods.' 9
[See Figure 6.9]
These things don't just happen. Figure [6.9] lists a number
of different policies that we have enacted over time that have
successfully fueled homeownership in the United States, but have
17 Peter Dreier, PLACE MATTERS: METROPOLITICS FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST
CENTURY (University Press at Kansas, 2001).
"8 Sheryl Cashin, THE FAILURES OF INTEGRATION: How RACE AND CLASS ARE
UNDERMINING THE AMERICAN DREAM, (PublicAffairs, 2005).
'9 Robert B. Avery, Glenn B. Conner & Robert Cook, New Information
Reported Under HMDA and Its Application in Fair Lending Enforcement, 91
Fed. Res. Bull. 344 (Summer 2005).
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done so in a clearly racially exclusionary manner. Figure [6.9] also
lists several economic development policies that have nurtured
uneven metropolitan development.
Among the problematic policies and practices have been
racially restricted covenants, tax breaks associated with home-
ownership, highway construction that enables suburban commuters
to get to their downtown jobs and back, the concentration of public
housing in inner city neighborhoods and exclusionary zoning pri-
marily in suburban communities. These are all policies that clearly
have helped shape the development of metropolitan areas in which
we see concentrations of poverty and racial segregation primarily
within central cities and the creation of what Orfield2 0 referred to
as the favored quarter or fertile crescent in outlying suburban
communities. The city-suburban distinction today is not what it
was when the Kerner Commission report was released in 1968.
Metropolitan areas are more diverse. The pattern is more of a
mosaic than a black inner city and white suburban ring. But the
basic pattern still prevails where wealth is to the predominantly
white outer rings of metropolitan area, while poverty remains
concentrated in disproportionately minority central city areas. But
if a range of public policies that help get us where we are, maybe
policy can help us get somewhere else.
The problem is not just in housing. In economic develop-
ment, we have an alphabet soup of public policies-industrial
revenue bonds (IRBs), tax increment finance districts (TIFs), tax
abatements, land cost write-downs. These are just some of the
kinds of policies we have enacted to try to grow the economy,
attract businesses to distressed communities, create jobs, and
stabilize the tax base. Many of these policies have been used as
much in outlying suburban communities as they have been in
urban areas. I remember reading about one incentive that was
offered in Waukesha County, well west of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
The justification was that this particular community was located in
a county that neighbored the county with the highest unemploy-
20 Myron Orfield, AMERICAN METROPOLIS: THE NEW SUBURBAN REALITY
(Brookings Institution Press 2002).
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ment rate in the state of Wisconsin. The statement was technically
correct, but misleading. So instead of investing in older city
neighborhoods, we have used many of our local and state econo-
mic development subsidies to try to encourage development in
outlying communities. Sears moved from Chicago to Hoffman
Estates with the benefit of a nice tax break. Hoffman Estates is
hardly an economically distressed suburb of Chicago, but Sears
was happy to take the subsidy. The problem is that we now have a
wealth of research, demonstrating that these kinds of development
studies do not have the desired outcome. They don't meet the "but-
for" test. It's not clear that the kinds of job creation we have seen
would not have happened but for these incentives. In fact, it's
likely that most of this development would have happened any
way. So we end up with cities and states competing with each
other in a race to the bottom to see who can offer the bigger and
best incentive with the end result being that those municipalities
have fewer dollars left over to maintain the roads, hire more police,
fix the schools and hire more teachers. And as one newspaper
reporter in the twin cities area said, subsidizing economic develop-
ment in the suburbs is like paying teenagers to think about sex.
You don't have to pay to get this kind of development, but we do.
But there have also been many positive outcomes of public
policy. We have increased homeownership substantially. We can
debate how good a thing this is, and for some families, particularly
those who are trapped by a predatory loan, homeownership may be
the worst thing that has ever happened to them. We have ignored
people who want to or have to rent while we provide many
subsidies to those who want to buy. And more than one-half of the
mortgage subsidies go to households that make $100,000 a year or
more. This dwarfs what we spend each year in housing support for
low-income people.
Other positive policies include social security which is
generally recognized as having not eliminated, but brought poverty
among the elderly down to the poverty rate of the rest of the
country. It has eliminated poverty among the elderly, at least
brought it to national levels. Medicare and Medicaid have
increased access to doctors to the elderly and the poor. The earned
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income tax credit and living wage rules have now been adopted by
dozens of cities and have raised the income of many working
families. The National Fair Housing alliance recently reported that
their members have secured $215 million in fair housing enforce-
ment by enforcing the fair housing act and related state and local
fair housing rules. The GSE's,2 1 the Fannie Mae2 2 and Freddie
Mac 23 now have very specific housing goals. In their loan pur-
chases they are required to buy a specific percentage of loans for
low income people and for residents of low income areas and areas
that are distressed. Measures of distress include racial composition
as well as poverty levels. Today more than half the loans they
purchase must come from such communities. The Gautreaux2 4 and
MT0 25 programs have demonstrated that when you move people
from poor to non-poor neighborhoods it makes a positive dif-
ference in their lives.2
6
21 Government-Sponsored Enterprises. See http://www.hud.gov/offices/hsg/gse.
cfin.
22 Federal National Mortgage Association, commonly referred to as "Fannie
Mae," is a privately-owned corporation, and a government-sponsored enterprise.
Established in 1938, Fannie Mae is a quasi-governmental agency that under-
writes a substantial fraction of home mortgage lending in the United States. Its
mission focuses on making homeownership possible for people of low,
moderate, and middle-income levels. It was authorized to buy, sell or trade in
mortgages insured or guaranteed by the federal government through the Federal
Housing Administration or the Veterans' Administration (12 U.S.C. § 1716(a)
(1988), amendedby 12 U.S.C. § 1716 (1994)).
23 Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation ("Freddie Mac"). Freddie Mac, a
government-sponsored enterprise, is publicly traded company chartered by the
United States government in 1970 "to increase the supply of funds that mortgage
lenders, such as commercial banks, mortgage bankers, saving institutions and
credit unions, can make available to homebuyers and multifamily investors." See
www.freddiemack.com.
24 Gautreaux is a shorthand reference to the Gautreaux Assisted Housing
Program. See http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/pages/507.html
25 Moving to Opportunity for Fair Housing, a 10-year research demonstration
that combines tenant-based assistance with housing counseling to help very low-
income families move from poverty-stricken urban areas to low-poverty
neighborhoods. See http://www.hud.gov/progdesc/mto.cftn
26 Alexander Polikoff, WAITING FOR GAUTREAUX: A STORY OF SEGREGATION,
HOUSING, AND THE BLACK GHETTO (Northwestern University Press 2006).
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The Community Reinvestment Act27 has been credited with
generating more than four trillion dollars for urban reinvestment
since the law was passed in 1977. That estimation was given by the
National Community Reinvestment Coalition,28 an advocacy group
that has a commitment to try to make the CRA work. But research
by the Federal Reserve, the Treasury, independent academics like
Alex Schwartz, Raphael Bostic and others, have shown that the
CRA has in fact generated increasing loans and an increasing share
of loans to low-income and minority communities. In addition, in
those communities that have been served by CRA agreements,
there's been more of an increase in the share of loans going to
these groups than those areas not served by agreements.
This leaves the question, "Is there a role for federal policy
today?" I've been in two meetings where Senator [Hillary] Clinton
has observed that when she wakes up in the morning she prays that
the Federal Government won't do anything today, because she
knows that if it does, it's not going to be good. I have some
sympathy for that position. But I would argue that if we just give
up on the federal policy today, policy is still going to get made, it's
just going to be made without our participation. There are areas
where good things can be done by way of federal policy in part
because there is consensus on at least some approaches. The
earned income tax credit is an example. The right likes it because
people get the benefit when they are working; the left likes it
because it helps the working poor. The CRA has been weakened in
recent years. But it's that given the range of proposals that have
been offered, the law would have been much more dramatically
weakened if it hadn't been for the advocacy of groups like the
National Community Reinvestment Commission, ACORN, 2 9 Cen-
27 12 U.S.C. § 2901 (2007)
28 The National Community Reinvestment Coalition's mission is to increase fair
and equal access to credit, capital, and banking services/products. NCRC seeks
to support and provide long-term solutions which include providing tools to
building community and individual net worth. See http://www.ncrc.org/
29 The Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now is the nation's
largest community organization of low and moderate-income families, working
together for social justice and stronger communities. See http://www.acorn.org/.
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ter for Community Change 30 and others. Each time rules have been
proposed to weaken the law, NCRC has organized a letter writing
campaign to pressure regulators. The end result has been that
subsequent changes have been less damaging than they would have
been otherwise. So there have been some positive outcomes as a
result of advocacy groups continuing to work on the federal stage.
Lawrence Lindsey, a former economic policy advisor to
George Bush and a former member of the Federal Reserve Board
recently observed, "There are two faces of community develop-
ment, noisy protest and quite accomplishment. One can act one
way at age 20 another at age 40. It is called growing up. The
protest banner can still be held reverently in our box of mementos
along with the love beads and peace signs." 31 Lindsey is telling
advocacy groups that it is time for them to grow up. Community
development is now sophisticated business. You have to learn the
business and sit down and do deals. The days of protest, organizing
and advocacy are over. This is precisely the lesson we do not need
to learn. This is exactly the wrong way to turn. The days of protest-
ing, organizing and advocacy, are unlikely to truly ever be over.
When one thinks about significant social changes that have
occurred in the United States, one thinks of the labor movement
back in the early part of the 20th century, the civil rights move-
ment of the 50s and 60s, the women's movement and others. These
things didn't happen. These changes didn't happen because a
bunch of people sat down in a room objectively thought through
social reality and said, "Hey, we need to do something different in
the future." When meaningful change occurs it is generally the
result of years of difficult struggle, organizing and often violence.
It involved newspaper op-eds, research by academics, demon-
strations led by church groups, protest at offices of government
agencies, barbecues that Gale Cincotta held outside the homes of
30 The Center for Community Change's mission is to help establish and develop
community organizations across the country, bring attention to major national
issues related to poverty, and help insure that government programs are respon-
sive to community needs. See http://www.communitychange.org/.
3 Lawrence B. Lindsey, Community Development at a Crossroads, Neighbor-
works Journal 54, 55 (Winter 2000).
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bank presidents. These are the kinds of tools and tactics that have
led to the point where people would sit down and do something
positive. The major problems facing us today are problems of
hypersegregation, sprawl and concentrated poverty. If policy has
been a major force in getting us where we are and policy can help
us get us somewhere differently. But this will only happen if there
is ongoing pressure organizing an advocacy by those who want to
see a different world than we have today. And with that, I will
conclude.
Robert Silverman
My name is Rob Silverman and I'm a faculty member in
the Center for Urban Studies and also in the Department of Urban
and Regional Planning here at UB. And before coming here, I've
actually had the opportunity to live in a number of different cities
around the country, including the great cities of Milwaukee;
Chicago; Detroit; Jackson, Mississippi; and a couple of others in
between. Greg started out by talking about culture today and also
about institutional forces and structures that really shape the way
the residential segregation works in the United States. We have
maps showing the distribution of race in the city of Buffalo and
I've generated and could generate a very similar map like that for
every city in the United States. So, there are very powerful forces
at work shaping the way residential patterns and other patterns of
development take place in the United States.
These policies we see in force have really got us to this
place and other policies that can get us out of this particular
predicament available to remedy the situation is a very important
question. And I don't know if the answers are as easy to come by
as the question itself, but it's still a very worthy question to ask.
One of the things that really kind of came to mind as Greg was
talking is that, you know, one of the reasons I came to Buffalo was
to work in the Center for Urban Studies. And the reason I came,
and I was attracted to that position, is because the Center itself has
a core mission to really serve the east side of Buffalo and Buffalo's
African-American community, intercity. And in the few years I've
been here, we've spent a lot of time trying to find funding and
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support for our efforts to address educational issues, transportation
issues, housing issues and a variety of other issues that really
impact the African-American community in a very dispropor-
tionate and desperate way. It's interesting because you don't
necessarily see the level of institutional support for those kinds of
efforts as you would for instance building a Bass Pro Shop on the
waterfront or doing other types of development in the city of
Buffalo. And that's a common experience you'll find in other cities
as well.
And I can remember, for instance, one of colleagues at one
time had an inferring that we might be hitching our wagon to an
easel. And working on issues of race might be something that's
kind of out of staff and pass6 in these days and we really ought to
move on to other topics where we can impact the community at
large in a much broader way and we kind of ignored that particular
piece of advice and went after some federal grants to work in poor
African-American communities. And we had a very good experi-
ence with that particular effort, in fact, we were actually able to get
a grant and we got the Community Outreach Partnership Center 32
grant.
And it was an interesting experience because it really kind
of reflected how federal policy is in place, isn't necessarily as
expansive or effective when it deals with poor communities. And a
nice kind of example is that we applied for the grant, it was
supposed to be awarded last October, it was awarded in January.
Our funds are just beginning to get in place and, you know, we
were sitting around the table kind of thinking about this and it
suddenly dawned on me, you know, this is one of my first real
black experiences. We received a grant for an African-American
community to work on pressing issues of poverty, segregation and
inequality and the policy was in place, although its implementation
32 The Community Outreach Partnership Center grant was awarded by the
Department of Housing and Urban Development. The grant helps colleges and
universities apply their human, intellectual and institutional resources to the
challenge of revitalizing distressed communities. See http://www.hud.gov/
progdesc/copc.cfm.
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and its ability to really impact the community was hampered by a
number of impediments we found in the policy process itself.
Since the CRA passed there's been close to four trillion
dollars if think about and some of the more positive types of
impacts that that legislation has had on intercity communities, but
the effort to actually secure those funds does not come easily.
Whenever you sit down with the banking community to talk about
investment in intercity communities, there is always hesitancy, or,
on the other side there's an assertiveness that the bank's already
invests in those communities. For example, they might give
$10,000 to a local church or to a community group for a neighbor-
hood park or to develop an affordable housing unit in a poor
community, which is something like a demonstration project and in
the same way that the federal government invests in demonstration
projects in selected cities we don't really see a comprehensive
effort to turn around these policies.
One of the reasons this happens is that many people who
have institutional power in society, members of the white com-
munity particularly, operate from this possessive investment in
whiteness. 33 Many people are not cognizant of the degree to which
institutional investment has taken place in cities to create the
spatial patterns we see today. For instance, beginning in the 1950s
suburbanization and housing development and other types of
development began to take place following large public investment
in the transportation system and the building of freeways. So, a
settlement for 215 million dollars to address predatory lending
isn't a very large number when we think about the trillions of
dollars that have been invested in creating the urban landscape that
we see today. And although those are important milestones and
victories for those interested in kind of curving the types of
inequalities that we see in our cities today, there is still a very long
way to go in terms of really addressing those problems and really
raising the consciousness of people who have the institutional
wherewithal to address inequalities in society, to go about
33 George Lipsitz, THE PROGRESSIVE INVESTMENT IN WHITENESS (Temple Uni-
versity Press 1998).
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building, or rebuilding, cities and also creating a more integrated or
more equitable distribution of resources in society.
Buffalo really is at a greater disadvantage than many other
cities in the United States because, in the last 50 years it's lost half
of its population and the metropolitan area hasn't faired much
better. In the wake of that population loss, we've seen increased
segregation both economically and racially in the city of Buffalo.
We've seen a transportation system that hasn't developed; mean-
while several western cities such as Denver have new metropolitan
light rail transportation systems.
I'm not necessarily advocating for light rail, but Buffalo
hasn't developed a transportation system to allow low income
members of the community and African-Americans-who are con-
centrated in the intercity-access many resources. When we think
about things like gaps in health care coverage and inequalities in
the educational system in the metropolitan area, we should also
think about access to retail and banking. If you go to the suburbs of
Buffalo, you will see new banks being built practically on every
corner. Conversely, you will see very few branches of banks avail-
able in the city of Buffalo. Instead, fringe banking is taking place:
check cashing stores, pawnshops and other types of lending.
Within this context, we've seen the growth of sub-prime lending
and the phenomenon of flipping expand in the city of Buffalo.
So, at the local level Buffalo has a lot of obstacles. We
don't see remedies necessarily being put in place in other localities
in the metropolitan area, such as inclusionary zoning or an
emphasis on affordable housing giving minority group members
and low income group members, in particular, access to the
broader metropolitan area.
It's amazing when you speak to people in Buffalo, which is
a very compact metropolitan area, and you realize there are kids
who live in bordering suburbs who have never been to the city of
Buffalo. Maybe when they graduate from high school they'll
venture down to Main Street or one of the other side streets to visit
a bar and have an urban experience. They will ride on the train and
come home to the suburbs and testify to their great adventure. At
the same time, the main access to the suburbs that minority groups
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have is to large retail outlets like Wal-Mart stores or the Wegmans
grocery stores where people journey to get affordable general
merchandise and food.
We need to think about how a patchwork of local policies
can move us in a direction to address many of the issues we see at
the local level that contribute to inequality; even in the absence of
a national standard for addressing many of the spatial inequalities
in our society. The question I'll pose to the audience is: where do
we start in addressing some of these issues locally, in a context like
Buffalo, to bring about new policy and new efforts to address
inequality? And I'd like to open it up to the whole audience
because I know you've been sitting there patiently.
George
I'll recognize anybody who wants to speak Let us know
who you are by the way. Just give us your name for the transcript.
Athena
I'm from the Legal Aid Bureau of Buffalo. I think one of
the policy issues is the way the city of Buffalo represents poor
people in the area. One of my main concerns is the way they work
with the taxes. The fact that there's no recognition of the partial
payment of taxes poor families to get their taxes paid. They stick
them with late fees and penalties that are crippling.
George
Comments from the speakers? Robert?
Robert
You're talking about a payment system for taxes. One of
the real issues in Buffalo is the growing foreclosure rates. The
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Buffalo branch, did a study a
few years ago which showed that as predatory lending or sub-
prime lending expanded in the city of Buffalo and people become
more susceptible to high interest loans they ran into problems in
keeping their properties. This is what really contributed to the fore-
closure rate.
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There were a number of local tax incentives that low
income people did not necessarily have information about that also
contributed to the problem. So... saw people in the last.., of tax
options losing their homes because of unpaid water bills. It was
really a bizarre, because most people wonder how long they would
have to accumulate water bills to get to the point of losing their
property.
Another major issue is a general disinvestment in the city
of Buffalo that has taken place over the last few decades, causing a
situation where housing values are extremely depressed in the city
of Buffalo. This contributes to the problem where people buy
properties and then try to turn those over very quickly in the city.
If you really think about it, this gets back to those policy
choices that have taken place-not the choices or decisions that
have been made in the banking community-and have really
contributed to the distress in the city itself. It is something needing
to be addressed at the state or local level to really strengthen efforts
to reinvest in the city of Buffalo, to stabilize properties values, and
to create affordable housing environments.
Greg
Dan Immergluck did some research showing that sub-prime
lending leads directly to foreclosures and increasing crime in urban
communities. Although Chicago is his laboratory the point remains
the same, when you have foreclosures your tax base is threatened.
This means mayors are starting to lose, so you have a potential
ally. If you can get the city to use its legal resources to sue preda-
tory lenders or at least to refuse to deposit money in predatory
lending institutions, that can be a major force.
Richard Daley was a major supporter of the city's anti-
predatory lending law and got Barack Obama involved in the state
legislature so that these folks actually saw that their own self-
interest was being heard. This can be part of an organizing strate-
gy. Does Buffalo have a non-profit fair housing center? I should
know this.
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George
Yes. Housing Opportunities Made Equal-Scott Gehl-is
here.
Greg
Do you guys do paired testing?
Scott
All the time.
Greg
One of the ways I think of energizing a lot of people is to
make it clear that there's an opportunity to come in and be a tester
for insurance companies or mortgage lending or apartments or
home. If you're dealing with students you'd probably have to deal
with apartments because they're not generally in the homeowner-
ship market when they're younger, but it's a way. There are people
eager to do this, and nothing captures headlines better than the
clear, crisp outcome of the paired test. Regression coefficients are
nice, but I'm not sure how many people really absorb those. A
paired test really is revealing.
Unknown Female
My question to you is: anti-predatory lending works on
predatory foreclosure, yeah, I think testing would be great, but the
problem with credit scores and credit history I've never been able
to estimate (blank) how we could adequately test somebody who's
looking for a mortgage to buy a house because (blank) particular, I
don't know how we get a testing agent, how do you get your
control?
George
Stay tuned. We're going to deal with this in the afternoon.
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Rob
I know the Urban Institute has done some paired testing of
mortgage lenders and I would talk to Marge Turner.
34
Guy Stuart
You can test in terms of who you get referred to, so you
have to keep track of the referrals. For example, if you have a
home buyer testing situation and you have some testers working
with a black real estate broker and a white real estate broker and
you see who the black real estate broker refers the tester to. They
will have about three loan officers that they work with and you
record the names of those loan officers. Likely as not in black
neighborhoods, and with black real estate brokers, you will find
that they will give you a list of sub-prime lenders. Whereas in a
white situation you will find you might have one sub-prime lender
but you'll have five lenders, too.
The real estate broker/lender network is one of those things
you need to keep your eye on. When I was buying my house in
Cambridge I had a broker team, one was white and one was black.
They asked me whether I wanted to get some referrals to a lender,
and one of the people I was referred to was a sub-prime lender
from the black real estate broker's referral. I don't want to be too
down on black real estate brokers, but there are some good
structural reasons why they do what they do. One of things you
have to do is work with them to work out why they're doing what
they're doing.
Greg
One of the reasons why black real estate agents do what
they do is because that is who they have relationships with. From
the law enforcement perspective, what you really want to do is
track how a given real estate agent steers its black and white
testers. If you have a white real estate agent sending its testers one
way and a black real estate sending its testers another way, you
have learned something that's important to know about racial
34 Margery Austin Turner is a Researcher at the Urban Institute.
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segregation. But, I'm not sure from a legal perspective how far
you've gotten. Whereas if you have one big, white real estate agent
steering people in different directions, you've got an obvious target
there.
Unknown Female
I'm from the Buffalo Urban League. 35 Another problem
that we have, Athena and I work closely, a lot of realtors in this
area will not steer clients to a major lender. They harbor relation-
ships with their own sub-prime companies. For example, Realty
works with First Priority, and potential homebuyers, since they
trust their realtors to look out for their best interests, it's just that
they can't go to anyone else, they have to go to whoever this
realtor has suggested for them and the product may not be the best
thing for them.
Carl
Can I address the issue of the Community Reinvestment
Act a little bit? The four trillion number looks really, really big. I
wonder if you could put that in context for us a little bit and tell us
a little bit about what exactly four trillion dollars in commitment
means. Is it actually money?
The next question is for the Buffalo area at large. I looked
at the NCRC website and there a lot, it lists projects by states
involved with community organizations who seek to make
arrangements with organizations in the neighborhoods. And there's
not a single one for Buffalo listed, so I was wondering if you know
if anybody who deals with Buffalo have the CRA activists.
'5 The Buffalo Urban League is a regional affiliate of the National Urban
League. The mission of the Buffalo Urban League "is to empower African-
Americans and other minorities and disadvantaged individuals in securing eco-
nomic self-reliance, parity, power and civil rights." These goals are effectuated
through a policy of promoting "[the] academic preparation and social develop-
ment of our children so that they are equipped for self-reliance and citizenship in
the 2 1St century, [the] fostering of economic self-sufficiency through gainful
employment, entrepreneurship and homeownership, [and the] promotion of
racial harmony and inclusion so that the opportunities inherent in the structure of
American society are open to all." See http://www.buffalourbanleague.org
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Greg
Basically, the NCRC list just goes to their members and
asks them to tell the details of their deals. What they don't include,
though, is when some major merger takes place and some lender
just unilaterally announces, "We've got this $850 trillion commit-
ment that nobody could possibly monitor." There have been a lot
of unilateral announcements made by major lenders where there is
no negotiation with anybody. It is totally unclear where this money
goes. Often, it turns out, the money goes to things that have
nothing to do with community reinvestment-those kind of
unilateral announcements are not included.
With some of the agreements that they do report at least
some of those loans might have been made even in the absence of
a CRA agreement. But, it is clear there is a net increase. In the
earlier age of CRA, even in the 1990s, where there was much more
local organizing going on, local groups could challenge local banks
or local S&L's. With conglomeration and consolidation, now you
deal with international financial institutions, and you don't always
have the local handles you did in the earlier days. So, groups like
ACORN often try to orchestrate national campaigns against
lenders that are involved in large merger activity.
George
A lot of the trillions of dollars that are going to CRA have
been channeled into Section 42 Affordable Housing Development
so the banks are using those investment channels to acquire ratings
under the CRA.
Kate
When I think about perception, not policy, but it's related
to this issue, and when I was going to graduate school and first
introduced to these issues, we heard a lot about this concept about
of a neighborhood tipping point. And the perceptions of white and
blacks was, at the time, was very different in terms of their
willingness to live with people of a different race. So I don't know
if these numbers are right, but it was something like, whites fill up
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a good breakdown was like, or blacks could breakdown something
like 50/50, that would be a good integration measure and whites it
was something like 75/25, so something like that I don't know ifi
have the numbers right, and the notion is that's why it was a tip--
that enough African-Americans would come in and then the whites
would leave. And I haven't heard anything on that literature in a
long time and I'm wondering whether it's even been updated or
whether it's pass6 or whether we don't have a sense any more now
whether people think differently about notions of segregation and
integration and I was wondering whether you could update me?
Greg
I don't know when the most recent attitudinal survey was
done. Camille Charles has been reporting on this for a number of
years. My understanding is that a majority of blacks do see 50/50
as the ideal split. For whites, they're comfortable as long as the
non-white, black population is in single digits. When it gets to be
about 15% or 20%, they report that they would be hesitant to move
into that community.
So, one of the reasons for the instability of apparently
stable neighborhoods is the fact that blacks and whites do view the
ideal racial composition very differently. The problem has as much
to with whites who won't buy into a neighborhood as it does for
those who move out.
There was a study published in the American Sociological
Review about five years ago. 36 Researchers conducted a telephone
survey where they called a random sample of whites and said
something like, "Let's assume that you found a house that you can
afford and has everything you need. I want to know if you'd be
likely to buy it if the neighborhood had the following character-
istics," They varied characteristics like the quality of the schools,
crime rate and so forth. The idea was to see if whites avoid black
neighborhoods because they avoid blacks or because they avoid
those other factors that are often associated with black neighbor-
36 Michael 0. Emerson, Does race matter in residential segregation? Exploring
the preferences of White Americans, 66 Am. Sociological Rev. 922 (2001).
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hoods. In short, the study found the whites would not buy the home
if there was a significant black percentage in the population even
when whites found a house with very good schools and low crime
rates and rising property values. However, a significant Asian or
Hispanic population had no influence on whether they were likely
to buy the home. The authors concluded it really isn't just the
factors we generally associate with black neighborhoods, whether
they happen to be true or not. It really is the blacks themselves, and
it suggested that whites are not going to go there. The findings
were even starker from white respondents with young children.
They were particularly worried about the schools or the kinds of
kids that their kids were going to hang around with.
Guy
I'll add to that. Some of the stuff I've been doing on
segregation look at how in other metropolitan areas, and I gather
it's not true in Buffalo, a lot of the resegregation is going on in the
suburbs. What you do see is a repudiation of city phenomena in the
suburbs. I agree with Greg around the attitudinal surveys, one
caveat I'd add is in Boston where the black community's very
small, it has a very small representation in the suburbs. You won't
find the blacks, there is a lot, still a significant number of blacks
who are willing to live in very white neighborhoods. The average
black suburbanite in the Boston area lives in on a block where 13%
of the population is black. So blacks actually seem willing to take
the hit in terms of their attitude in order to get into white
neighborhoods.
You have to look at couple of things: one is the response of
whites both in terms of their own responses, but also in terms of
the responses of realtors too. For example, if the realtors see blacks
moving into a neighborhood, do they start to not show the neigh-
borhood to whites? One of the things I would advocate testing is
steering of whites by white real estate brokers away from neigh-
borhoods that might be slightly integrated.
I have lots of metro data on Buffalo and I gather that the
suburbs are still predominantly white here. One of things you
might want to look at is in places where some of the suburbs are in
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integration and looking at the white real estate brokers and how
they treat white homebuyers and whether they're steering them
away because whites are the majority in the market. Anything that
happens in the market is likely to be, the dynamic is likely to be
triggered by the behavior of whites and white real estate agents.
George
Thank you. Yes. We have a question.
Unknown Male
I'm from African-American Studies. My question is that
recently, Richard Alba and John Logan conducted a study that
focuses upon the integration of communities. 37 What they have
seen is that African-Americans who move into suburban areas are
moving into income areas where they have higher socio-economic
blacks than the individuals residing. I want to know if your current
research substantiates that, too, and simultaneously do whites still
move out of those neighborhoods?
Grea
I haven't done any research specifically on that, but I
believe there is research on this. I know the Logan work you are
talking about, but a recent piece by Logan and several colleagues
in Demography showed the same kind of thing.38 Blacks and
whites of comparable socio-economic background move into
different neighborhoods of different socio-economic backgrounds.
In other words, blacks are not able to buy into the same quality
neighborhood as whites are for a given dollar.
In this case, compared to what Massey and Denton found
with American Apartheid, that blacks of higher socioeconomic
status (more education, jobs and so-forth), they are able to translate
their income into better neighborhoods than was the case in the
70s. But it's clear they aren't able to translate their earnings as well
37 Richard D. Alba, et al., How Segregated Are Middle-Class African-
Americans? 47 Social Problems 543 (2000).
38 Reynolds Farley, John R. Logan & Brian J. Stilts, Segregation of Minorities in
the Metropolis: Two Decades of Change, 41 Demography I (Feb. 2004)
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as whites are in terms of the quality of the neighborhood they
move into.
39
I refer you to Mary Pattillo's work, Black Picket Fences,n °
where she shows that we talk about black middle-class neighbor-
hoods and white middle-class neighborhoods as if we're talking
about the same kind of phenomena with the only difference being
race. But that's just not the case at all. Black middle-class
neighborhoods tend to be very close to very poor, dispropor-
tionately black neighborhoods. Middle-class blacks are much more
likely to have friends and family members who, for whatever
reason, are in trouble and need help. Black middle-class residents
tend to commute through dangerous neighborhoods when they go
to work and back. When they go to the store on the weekend,
they're more likely to be near problematic neighborhoods. There's
a world of difference between black and white middle-class
neighborhoods. One of the reasons that Massey found blacks report
lower satisfaction with their neighborhoods is because they aren't
able to get the same quality neighborhood for their dollar as whites
are and they aren't living in comparable homes or neighborhoods.
George
Henry, you had a question or comment.
Henry Louis Taylor
It seems to me-Henry Louis Taylor of the Center for
Urban Studies-that a couple of the dynamics that are there that
we have to consider, one is the land-rent structure that stratifies
housing in communities by income and by cost, so even among the
middle-class you get this effort and this tendency for separation.
Secondly, I mean I think, one that we know least, less about that
we need to know more about, is it seems to be that the rise of
homeownership which does not occur until after the post-war,
mass homeownership that built into this process a production of
'9 Nancy Denton & Douglass Massey, AMERICAN APARTHEID: SEGREGATION
AND THE MAKING OF THE UNDERCLASS (Harvard University Press 1998).
40 Mary Pattillo-McCoy, BLACK PICKET FENCES: PRIVILEGE AND PERIL AMONG
THE BLACK MIDDLE CLASS (University of Chicago Press 2000).
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mass homeownership, is this commodification culture that's based
on isolation of blacks. Because at the time that the land-rent
structure was produced that supported homeownership, white were
penalized if they lived next door to blacks regardless of income
because of the way in which the mortgage industry was emerging.
Now I know there was this wonderful case in Detroit of the Two-
mile neighborhood I believe it was where just simply the building
of a wall that separated a black and white neighborhood from these
two places changed the dynamics. So it would seem to me that
perhaps there's a bit of historical memory operating in the United
States long after those original policies were set up in the 30s and
40s where people are still associating black presence with a reduc-
tion of property values because they know of this huge income
differential between these two groups and the other class dimen-
sions that you, that we often talk about in terms of the relationship
between middle-class blacks to lower-income blacks (blank) in
communities.
George
Two thoughts occur to me. First, when you talk to lenders
today they will admit their practices were exclusively racist 25-35
years ago. They admit they had the maps, they had the policy, but
of course that's in the past and they're doing things differently
now. But, they're not quite ready to concede as to how those
historical practices continue to have an effect on what's going on
today.
Second, it probably is the case because, in part, of white
attitudes, because of institutional practices. If in fact it is the case
that comparable neighborhoods with large black populations have
slightly lower property values, that's a dynamic that just feeds on
itself and makes it very difficult. Sheryl Cashin makes the interest-
ing argument: that whites suffer because they pay more to get a
nice home in a nice community. I don't know how persuasive this
is, but Cashin argues that whites need to understand they pay the
cost by running away. They spend more in terms of the time spent
driving to outlying suburbs, they spend more on the house they
have to pay for, and they lose time with their families. She said
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more people are killed in automobile accidents than from street
crime, so in many ways, whites pay a heavy cost in their effort to
run away.
Henry
The whole concept is important, because one reason the
senior administration fought against policy to promote cross-class
multi-racial neighborhoods is that they say it will not work. So,
instead of promoting many of the new houses that could have gone
into the B side of Buffalo, they promoted what essentially repre-
sents class segregated housing in downtown and in the other areas
because of the perceptions that those types of neighborhoods will
not operate, will not function and cannot remain stable. His policy
should be focused on the development of different types of
neighborhoods.
Greg
You have a history that shows both neighborhoods don't
work. There is some research showing overall economic growth is
lowest in metropolitan areas where income inequality is highest.
So there is some evidence that balanced development does work,
and there are examples of successful integrated neighborhoods.
Oak Park, Illinois has been a positive case. Despite some of
its problems, Shaker Heights, Ohio, also has been a good example.
I went to Shaker Heights high school, and there are others like it,
but those schools don't happen naturally. Market forces do not
readily allow for stable, integrated neighborhoods. You need speci-
fic policies setting that as a goal and working towards it. Certainly,
there is an argument that stable, diverse neighborhoods can and do
work, and by not moving in this direction invites continued
instability.
Robert
An important point was brought up about African-Ameri-
cans homeownership, because it is a very different experience in
that the returns for homeownership are much lower. In part, it is
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linked to the way community reinvestment and policy are imple-
mented, not necessarily the concept behind the policy.
For instance, where affordable housing is placed and where
things like low-income housing tax credits are used are in dis-
tressed communities where the returns for homeownership are
lower. When low income and African-American purchasers, or a
lease-purchase, end up in those neighborhoods then the benefits of
homeownership are much lower. That kind of pattern is holding in
a lot of cities, and apparently in Buffalo as well. The lack of both
market-rate housing in the city and affordable housing in the
suburbs really contributes to that problem. If the CRA was used
more effectively, you'd see more dispersion of your affordable
housing development taking place around the metropolitan area.
The banking community feels they've reinvested in the commu-
nity, because they pushed an affordable housing product on the
market in a place where benefits of homeowners are much lower.
There's an interesting article by Anne Shlay, 4 1 that talks
about this very issue. Some of the policy is placing homeowner-
ship itself, and how alternative housing products are needed to
address that problem. But, the main thing missing from that piece
is the need to really decentralize affordable housing as well. It's a
real challenge, especially in places like Buffalo where you see a lot
of resistance to even condominium development in the suburbs.
Affordable housing development that you're going to get in terms
of access to a variety of different public goods and that's what
challenge needs to be taken up in a metropolitan area like this.
Danis Gehl
Danis Gehl from the University and also affiliated with the
Sociology Department and the Department of Urban and Regional
Planning. I wanted to comment, actually it was a wonderful and
constructive comments in that in regard to what has been done,
what are the factors that support integrated neighborhoods.
41 Anne Shlay, Low Income Homeownership: American Dream or Delusion? 43
Urb. Stud. 511 (Mar. 2006).
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There was some work that we've done that was published
by HUD in 1999,42 and was done by the Policy Research Action
Group 43 and they looked at 14 neighborhoods and found in Cleve-
land Heights, of course were among them, and they found some
statistics, they talked some specific organizational, institutional,
local government policy as well as action by citizens and
community based organizations city to city, that resulted in, at that
time, the neighborhood being relatively stable in terms of income,
being mixed income as well as mixed race, over at least 25 years,
and obviously you know that some of these neighborhoods still
remain in that state. So the whole notion of intervention, local
policy configuration of certain kinds of organization within those
neighborhoods as well as in the public area, I would think that
these neighborhoods.., over time.., that it can't work.
Greg
I wrote the Milwaukee chapter for that volume. It is impor-
tant-it doesn't just happen. For example, when Oak Park, Illinois
had to build a new city hall, they intentionally built the city hall on
the eastern edge of the city that bordered Chicago's expanding
black ghetto. They wanted to demonstrate a commitment to that
neighborhood. The private sector was important. Local real estate
agents agreed to participate in what might be called reverse
steering to try to get black customers to look in white neighbor-
hoods and vice-versa. Also, lenders agreed to offer loans at
somewhat subsidized rates for pro-integration moves. The village
created a rigid housing inspection program so that everybody knew
if they bought a home in Oak Park it was going to be a solid home.
42 Edward Valent & Gregory D. Squires, Creating and Sustaining Viable, Inclu-
sive, Diverse and Stable Urban Neighborhoods in the United States: The Case
of Milwaukee's Sherman Park Neighborhood, 4 Cityscape 105 (1998), available
at http://www.huduser.org/periodicals/cityscape/vol4num2/current.html
43 The Policy Research Action Group (PRAG) is a consortium of community-
based and community-focused nonprofit organizations and urban universities
which currently include Chicago State University, DePaul University, Loyola
University of Chicago, National-Louis University, and the University of Illinois,
Chicago. http://www.luc.edu/curl/prag/
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So, there were a number of very specific, conscious policies done
in cooperation with the private sector.
They also banned all "For Sale" signs, which was a free
speech issue for a while. One of the problems with that volume,
and Phil Nyden is a very good friend of mine, is the distinction
between "integration by design" and "integration by accident."
"Integration by accident" is basically when poor people get stuck
in the same old rotten neighborhoods. The way to get that kind of
integration is to increase poverty among all kinds of people. This is
not integration. "Integration by design" makes more sense and is
something you want to work for. Uptown Chicago is an example of
"integration by accident," but I don't know if that's a neighbor-
hood you want to model for the rest of the community.
Carl
Building on that, there has to be something underneath all
that, what went into place, and that's just in the Parkside Com-
munity Organization community that I live in, so I'm partly
responsible for it. I should also say that how do you keep Parkside
from getting taken over by Blockbuster. Blockbusters are coming
in saying, 'you want your property values back, stay.' But is that
what you need? Is that the kind of thing that you need?
Greg
You need a number of things. And racial diversity may
work at cross purposes with economic diversity. One of the things
helping the Oak Park's of the world is an understanding that pro-
fessional, middle-income people are there. As long as they believe
that is going to be the case, it is probably something that helps.
On the other hand, we have HOPE VI.44 People have very
different feelings about HOPE VI, which is supposed to move in
44 Homeownership and Opportunity for People Everywhere (HOPE). See Ngai
Pindell, Is There Hope for Hope VI?: Community Economic Development and
Localism, 35 Conn. L. Rev. 385, n.8 (quoting Harry J. Wexler, Goals, Strate-
gies, and Midterm Lessons of HUD's Urban Revitalization Demonstration Pro-
gram, 10 J. Affordable Hous. & Cmty. Dev. L. 195, 201 (2001)) ("HOPE is an
acronym for Homeownership and Opportunity for People Everywhere. Initially
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the direction of both improving low income public housing
neighborhoods as well as increase the housing opportunities for the
residents of those areas who want to relocate. So, there are a
number of things I think you need to have in place. The key is
knowing there are a number of things going on at the same time. If
you get a critical mass of people to understand that a number of
different policies are going to be put in place and the private sector
and public sector institutions are committed, I think that is the key.
You can pick and choose, to some extent, what you do. I know
Oak Park had an insurance policy where if your home depreciated
a certain amount and you wanted to sell it, the village would pay
you a certain amount to guarantee the property value. This was not
viewed very popularly by many in the African-American commu-
nity. So-called "black insurance" was not what they thought was a
good idea. The City of Chicago entertained something like this for
a while and ultimately rejected the idea in part for this reason. So,
not everything that appears to make sense is necessarily a good
idea.
Henry
Your comment brings up a very powerful point that in
many ways lies at the core of this issue that we're discussing. It
seems to me a powerful conflict in contradiction between race,
segregation or integration on the one hand and the celebration of
class segregation. At the core of race segregation is the issue of
enacted as part of the Cranston-Gonzales National Affordable Housing Act of
1990, it consisted of three homeownership programs: HOPE I-for tenants of
public and Indian housing units; HOPE II-the sale of units in multifamily
projects owned by HUD, the Farmers Home Administration, the Resolution
Trust Corporation, or state or local governments; and HOPE Ill-the sale of
single-family units in scattered site projects owned by HUD, the Veterans'
Administration, or the Rural Housing Administration, or the Resolution Trust
Corporation, among others. The 1990 Act also contained HOPE IV, a demon-
stration program to test ways to combine section 8 certificates and vouchers with
support services to help the frail elderly live independently. HOPE V, the
Youthbuild program, was enacted as part of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1992 to expand job opportunities for disadvantaged youth
by training them to construct housing for low and moderate income families.").
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class segregation and as long as we celebrate class segregation and
don't deal with this phenomenon of class segregation, then this
larger issue of race integration will remain illusive. And I would go
one step farther: if we achieve elitist race integration, we will not
have accomplished much anyway other than the consolidation of
elites across racial lines. It's in a couple of places-it just cropped
up in Phil's statement about accidental integration and what might
be a part of the overall process that we're after is in fact the
transformation of these distressed neighborhoods and we think in
the ways in which we build neighborhoods so that we broaden this
conversation and discussion from just simple race integration to
the type of neighborhoods we want to try to build.
Greg
But let me say two things in response to that. One, I don't
know that at the bottom of race discrimination is the class issue.
Again, the numbers in the study that I mentioned suggest that...
Henry
But what I'm saying is in the foreseeable of future, the vast
majority of black and Latino are going to be poor or have low
incomes and I don't see that happening any time soon, but poverty
does not have to mean what it means in the United States today.
Greg
I still think that place matters. Because of the growing
phenomenon of economic inequality and concentrated poverty, it
seems to me there's a political dynamic that suggests if you get
poor and working class folks together trying to create the kind of
communities most people want, there is potential for a more effec-
tive political coalition than by operating on a purely race dynamic.
There are lots of people watching their schools deteriorate and the
quality of other public services going downhill. There clearly is
strong overlap between interests of many black, Latino and white
communities. Still, there is an independent effect of race that you
just can't ignore as well.
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Scott Gehl
I'm from Housing Opportunities Made Equal. The HOME
did formulate and attempted to sell a home, a poor integration
mortgage assistance program. Back n the middle 1990s we
approached lenders, we approached local foundations, we
approached the city of Buffalo, and they were unanimous in terms
of their response to this terrific idea in terms of the segregated
metropolitan area in the nation. We did, though subsequent to that,
HOME as a result of the settlement of a class action lawsuit,
HOME was chosen to administer a housing mobility center which
helped Section 8 voucher holders and take advantage of the whole
range of housing opportunities. And we had seen very positive
results from that increasing the number of people in the low-
income, or I mean, moving into low poverty communities by about
23%, so a long way, but it has been extraordinarily difficult in
developing political support for anything to really challenge the
way things have always been.
Greg
Well, one of the topics here is that I think the Gautreaux
experience was successful in Chicago in part because the sur-
rounding community usually didn't know somebody was moving
in from the projects. It was precisely the invisibility that made it
work, but there is a trade off, few participate. Polikoff is talking
about a national Gautreaux program which is above-board and
visible, and he's priced it all out. But, the more visible it is the
more you run the risk of people organizing against it. In fact in
Baltimore, the MTO experience failed because some of the
residents feared there would be hoards of poor people in their
neighborhoods. So, it's a double-edged sword. I don't know what
the right strategy is.
Scott
Just to follow up on that . . . indeed there were the same
concerns when we opened the Community Housing Center back in
1997 and 98 and to the point where one of the requirements of the
contract was that we had to appoint an ombudsman who would be
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available to deal with such concerns and our program was also so
successful that in seven years of operation the ombudsman never
had a phone call.
George
Any why isn't it still running?
Male
Well...
George
Now, do you want to go there?
Male
Again, a lack of political support. In fact we had to go back
to federal court to get the city of Buffalo to make the promises it
made in the, to keep promises that it made in 1997.
Kate Foster
Scott, you were quoted in yesterday's paper45 about the
new policy proposed in the city of Buffalo about housing with-
standing the categories of people who are protected classes in
terms of housing discrimination and so you had a lot to say about
what to do, but the issue is to expand by I think two the number of
classes that are protected. One is transgender people and another is
some people who are moving it up to look at what is your source of
income. And I guess there had been discrimination on the basis of
source of income whether it was through Section A or other kinds.
And I was very, very stressed by people who would be against any
kind of discrimination still having a problem with that in part
because of apparently parts of the Section 8 law, this maybe gets
back to the paperwork and maybe this is veiled racism and
classism who said that Section 8 is broken and that we want to fix
Section 8 and we're having problems with it, and I don't know,
45 Rod Watson, Will City Go Forward on Fair Housing?, THE BUFFALO NEWS,
Apr. 6, 2006.
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let's talk about where does your money come from, and saying, I
don't have a problem with, you know, black people and poor
people, I'm having a problem with darn Section 8 program, and I
just was wondering what is it about that policy, Section 8, that has
people so exercised about it?
Scott
One of my colleagues works with local Section 8 data, and
maybe it's not going to be the exact number, but I believe less than
90% of the Section 8 vouchers are still issued in the city of
Buffalo. A big issue with Section 8 is the time the voucher
recipients have to finding a unit inspected and approved for occu-
pancy. This sets a lot of constraints for low-income households
with limited resources, transportation, access, and information
about units outside of the city in order to really look for affordable
Section 8 housing. What you see for Section 8 subsidized housing
in the suburbs is this continued pattern. In the city of Buffalo even
where the program is open to the whole metro area, and that's part
of the problem, it's just how it's administered and some of the con-
straints that are placed on affordable housing, people who are
looking for rental units.
Greg
That insurance agent I quoted who asked about the games
people play also asked if there were any Section 8 families in a
particular neighborhood.
George
But isn't part of the problem also that there's a dislocate
between the Section 8 voucher holder, and the place where that
person might relocate that should affect the transportation system
and the jobs system that will not support the individual in the new
location.
Rob
Also, there is a lot of mythology about Section 8. I remem-
ber when we worked on a study in Depew a few years ago through
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the Center, and there was a lot of concern about Section 8 house-
holds in this neighborhood where we did a neighborhood plan. We
went and looked up the actual distribution of vouchers in the area
and we ended up polling those Section 8 housing units in the
neighborhood. So, any time somebody in the community sees a
low-income household and they feel that they're problem rental
properties which wouldn't be approved for Section 8 occupancy,
they immediately ... the local level is that those must be Section 8
properties. The stigma of Section 8 often attributed to the program
is really the very properties that Section 8 doesn't allow people to
move in to problem communities, so there's inspections at the
local level, too, that they have quality housing that's affordable but
also contributes to this kind of distortion about what Section 8 is,
who Section 8 residents are.
Scott
There is a general view towards people who are able to
have a Section 8 voucher or to receive some assistance from the
government. In the august chambers of the Buffalo Common
Council there is all this talk about Section 8 people. They say that
Section 8 people are really bringing down the neighborhood. Those
people whom they are inferring are Section 8 participants, are not.
Yes, it's a stereotype that comes from the conditions needed for
Section 8, such as dealing with PHA's 46 that do inspections for
housing. These standards are important, however, because there
are houses which are in deplorable condition which are privately
owned houses and are not inspected by the city of Buffalo. It is
ironic that some of the same city officials who are dehumanizing
folks who seek a Section 8 are also responsible or not doing their
job in terms of inspecting the property.
George
I think the Section 8 staff is larger now than the city of
Buffalo's inspection staff. Interesting. Any other comments? Yes.
46 Public Housing Administration.
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Audrey McFarlane
I'm wondering if somehow this conversation could be
perceived as if it seems like we're focusing on dehumanization and
automatically assuming that others might attach a stigma to
Section 8 recipients. I'm not saying that's true, but I think we've
gone from one extreme to the other, either it's all their fault or it's
not their fault. So I don't know if somehow there's a way to
acknowledge this. It just seems to me that there are concerns.
George
Let me ask then the question of the academics here. Is your
task, our task, simply to observe reality and to reflect it back to the
people who are out in the audience, or do we have an obligation to
move from observation to analysis to some kind of action? And if
that is true, that we have to move to action, what is the corrective
action? The public could say, "Don't yammer to me about these
problems. Give me a solution."
Greg
Let me answer that question this way: I think for academics
in general to say that they're neutral is to fool themselves. When
we struggle for neutrality, it seems to me that it's a conscious deci-
sion to decide to reinforce the status quo. You know, there's an old
aphorism in journalism. It says the job of a good journalist is to
comfort the afflicted and afflict the comfortable. And I've often
thought that would be a nice guideline for academics to follow. I
mean, having said that, I don't think we should pretend that we're
necessarily policy experts. But I think it's fair to say that for
academia in general, not necessarily those of us in this room, but
academic experts generally know something about these problems
and have something to contribute about what ought to be done, and
so I think we should err on the side of, perhaps, offering more than
our data would suggest rather than offering less. I mean, you can't
do this in an academic journal, maybe, when you're trying to
publish, but I'd rather see more of us be risk-takers and be out
there a little more in public and be engaged. There are a number of
people who are. I imagine there are people in this room who are
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academics but also serve as expert witnesses in fair housing cases,
or are doing consulting reports for community-based organizations
and faith-based groups. There's a big discussion now in sociology
about public sociology and the President, two presidents ago,
Michael Burawoy, was a big advocate of this and everybody was
fearful that that was just a bunch of Marxist masquerading as
sociologists. Unfortunately, at the ASA 4 7 meeting he had all of his
assistants running around wearing "I am a Marxist" t-shirts! But,
no, I think academics should be more engaged while recognizing
and understanding that there is a difference between neutrality and
objectivity. We try to be objective in what we do, but if we pursue
neutrality, we're not being objective. The truth does not always fall
exactly halfway between two extremes.
[BREAK]
Kate
Guy Stuart is an Associate Professor of Public Policy at the
Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University. He's been
there since 1998. Four years before he came to the Harvard Uni-
versity to take that position, he was completing his Ph.D. in
Political Science at the University of Chicago where his disser-
tation that year was voted by the American Political Science Asso-
ciation as the best dissertation in Urban Politics that year, so we're
really delighted to have that kind of a caliber of a scholar with us.
Now, the four years in between when he finished that degree and
he went to Harvard University, was four years where he decided
not to go from one academy to another but rather to get his hands
dirty and his mind bent by working in the field of community
economic development. He did this in the city of Chicago as the
Director of, and I'll make sure that I.get it right, FaithCorp Fund,48
4' The American Sociological Association is a non-profit membership associ-
ation dedicated to advancing sociology as a scientific discipline and profession
serving the public good. See http://www.asanet.org
4' The FaithCorp Fund is a non-profit economic development organization and a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Partners in Community Development, a job place-
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which was a non-profit community loan fund in the city of
Chicago. It was there that he could practice much of what he
learned on the theories about neighborhoods, neighborhood devel-
opment, community economic development, etc. He is the author
most recently of Discriminating Risk: US. Mortgage Lending
Industry in the 20th Century49 and many other reports and articles
on housing, housing finance, community economic development,
race, and class segregation. He continues to work, study, and
analyze those issues and has also been working with a group of
people in India on issues that have to do with fiscal lending. Is that
right? Financial services for folks in...
Guy
Microfinance. Same thing. Same thing there as here, but a
different scale.
Kate
Very good. On a personal note, Guy Stuart is all those
things and he is also a great guy. I spent my sabbatical at the
Kennedy School of Government a few years ago, and I should tell
you I was a visiting fellow there, and visiting fellows are a dime a
dozen. At Harvard University there probably are 113,000 of them
running around at any time during any academic year and certainly
no one there had any obligation to be nice to me, but my cubicle,
which was really about this far to the wall away from Guy Stuart's
door meant that I did have a chance to go observe him. He was
also kind and welcoming to a Visiting Professor from the State
University of New York at Buffalo. And I want to say that I
haven't forgotten that and I'm so delighted that he's here to join us
in Buffalo today and at the University at Buffalo. Even if I don't
understand anything you have to say this afternoon, I'm sure others
will. But welcome, please, Guy Stuart from Kennedy School.
ment and training organization. See http://www.state.il.us/dhr/housenet/private/
faithcorp/mission.htm
49 Stuart, supra note 3.
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Guy
Thank you. Thank you very much for having me.
Yes-, I will. It's just like teaching, you just make it up. Well,
while this is warming up, I'll get started to talk about the title that I
chose today. I decided to focus on a particular policy proposal that
in preparing for this talk I discovered inadvertently in the Bush
administration's fiscal year 2007 budget, which is a proposal to
have the federal housing administration get into the business of
risk-based pricing. I'll explain what that means in a moment, but I
figured that instead of giving a general talk about sort-of my book,
my thinking about how mortgage risk gets assessed and the impact
on communities, I would actually focus and use sort of a theore-
tical structure and also the data from the work that I've been doing
on mortgages to address a particular policy proposal that might be
of interest to you. If it's not of interest to you, it will probably start
from today. One of the things I often find myself doing in my
analyses of situations is seeing people engaged in a debate talking
past each other or not resolving the debate because they never have
enough data. Sometimes someone tries to stand in the middle of
the debate and tries to make a compromise. I don't think that
works and I often find myself taking both sides of the debate,
slightly twisting them around and bringing them together. It's
almost like the full circle when you have the left and the right-at
some point they meet together on the other side. And that's what
I'm going to try to do with this Bush administration proposal. So,
let me build to that policy proposal with some basic facts.
Let's start with mortgage loans. When you get a mortgage
loan, you have to pay an interest on the mortgage and that interest
rate covers a number of things. It covers inflation and the cost of
the use of funds because the bank could be using the money for
something else like 30-year treasuries, so you have to pay them for
the use of the funds. You also have to pay them for the transaction
costs. These are the costs of getting the loan, the paperwork, and
also servicing the loan-taking in your money on a monthly basis.
But the biggest factor in all of this in determining the price is the
risk. In the mortgage market today, although we've gone a long
way since the standard 30-year, fixed rate mortgage, we still have a
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version of "one-size-fits-all" system where the lender has a price
for a mortgage product and essentially does not price the risk. They
simply say you're either are going to get the mortgage or you're
not going to get the mortgage. Now there can be a variety of pro-
ducts on which they do that, but basically they still have that cut-
off kind of mentality.
Then there's what's called risk-based pricing, where the
higher the risk they think you are, the higher the price they charge
you. It's kind of perverse. The people that need the loan most get
charged the most because they have the worst credit profile. But
that's the way the lending industry works and that's the way
capitalism often works. And so in this, within this sort-of mortgage
market, we have this risk component. In the one-size-fits-all
pricing model, your price will be a fixed price and you either get
the loan or you don't. In the risk-based pricing model, your price
may be different from your neighbor's price because you have a
different risk profile from them.
The final piece of the pricing of mortgage loans has nothing
to do with risk or transaction costs or inflation or any other costs. It
has to do with what the lender can get away with and what the
borrower will bear. And that's essentially it. Items one through
three set the floor of the loan amount and then item four results in
what they call in the business "overage." There are other nastier
words for it, but we'll use the word "overage" for now. I'm actu-
ally going to focus most of my attention on items three and four on
the risk element and the overage element. Now, when you talk to
economists, a neo-classical economist or economists with different
backgrounds, they'll tell you a story about how they think the
mortgage market works. It goes something like this. Lenders com-
pete on the basis of their ability to offer low prices and quality
service, so they're going to keep the transaction costs low and
they're going to attempt to assess or price risk as accurately as
possible. The idea is that you want to be as accurate as possible in
your risk assessment because if you're wrong you lose money.
Either you lose clients because you priced the mortgage too high or
you didn't earn enough interest to cover the costs of the risks
you've taken. And so the idea there is that lenders actually
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compete to assess, or price, risk accurately. On the other side of the
equation is that you're supposed to have fully informed consumers
who will only accept the lowest price. There's no overage because
they do a lot of shopping around. Those of you in the housing
market know that's true. And so the result is there's no discrimi-
nation; there's no disparate treatment. That's the sort of standard,
the sort of mere classical economics version of how the mortgage
market works. However, any of you who have either been in the
field or read the newspaper or maybe even read my book know that
is not so. It's just not the way the market works.
For starters, it is actually very hard to accurately predict
risk. It's very hard to predict the future, to predict the economic
future. This was a point where John Maynard Keyes in the 1920s,
on one hand, and Frank Knight, a neo-classical economist, on the
other hand, both actually came to an agreement. They both wrote
separate books that were published in the same year essentially
making the same point. There's a lot of uncertainty in the econo-
mic world and it's very difficult to predict the future. It's very
difficult to model it, so we're often using rough approximations.
That was certainly the case up until the 1990s before automated
underwriting.
One of the things that happened, actually it really began in
the 1970s, is that a lot of community activists, among them Gail
Cincotta in Chicago, reassessed mortgage lending policies. A lot of
people said, "Let's take a look at these lending criteria that the
lenders are using. You know, that one doesn't make any sense.
What is the economic justification of that?" The lenders sort of
hemmed and hawed and basically had to concede. Many of these
community activists in the 1970s noted the use of explicit racial
statements especially in the real estate appraisal side of things, the
value that people put on loans, and the rules that lenders were
using. The 1980s was a tough period for community development
activists, mostly because of who was in charge in the Federal
Government. In the 1990s, however, a lot of community activists
were taking on not just the explicit discriminatory practices, but
also the implicit unjustified rules that were in the lender's criteria.
For example, you used to have to have had two years on the same
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job in order to get a loan. If you didn't have two years on the same
job you weren't going to get a loan. The community activists
challenged this, asking "Well, what's the rationale for that? As a
result of that, you are declining loans for low income people who
move around jobs a lot, but essentially are employed for a while,
for that two-year period." As a result, banks started changing this
sort of rule. They started changing rules around understanding
credit reports, around the amount of reserve funds you had, etc.
Every time Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, other banks, or the Federal
Housing Administration, ° changed the rule, it was in some way an
acknowledgement that they had got it wrong-that risk assessment
was kind of a crude instrument.
In the 1990s came the advent of automated underwriting
systems which ostensibly were supposed to generate far more
accurate information about the real risk that someone represents to
a bank. The key thing about an automated underwriting system is
you have, as part of the loan process, actual data entry in the
system. Before automated underwriting you mostly did everything
on paper so there was no database to conduct research with. Now,
with automated data entry, research is easier to conduct. For
example, a researcher could run a regression analysis to build a
model to predict risk. Risk assessment technology became more
accurate and one of the huge advantages of this was that it could be
used to begin to price risk. With an automated system you could
accurately price the appropriate mortgage for them if you
accurately predict the risk profile of someone defaulting on the
loan.
Now, there's been a lot of debate about whether the
automated underwriting systems are actually accurate in their risk
profiling. The problem is that no one can get inside the black box
of the automated underwriting system, so we actually don't know
whether these automated underwriting systems are any good or
not. There's been some work on FICO 51 scores which are the credit
50 The Federal Housing Administration of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. See http://www.hud.gov/offices/flahistory.cfm.
5' The Fair Isaac Corporation is a company that has developed the credit scoring
system most commonly used today. See http://www.fairisaac.com.
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scores that you get on your credit report that predict risk. But on
the automated underwriting systems in general, the only study I
know of that's been done on this in a systematic basis was the
study that was done by Act Associates for HUD. They analyzed
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's automated underwriting system
and they were working extremely hard to get the report done by
January 21, 2001. Unfortunately they either didn't get it done or it
was completed but got buried. Somewhere in the records of HUD
is a report on the automated underwriting systems of Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac. Nobody knows what is inside the report,
however, unless something has happened recently that I'm not
aware of.
The inner workings of the automated underwriting system
remain unstudied. This is particularly troubling because the main
groups that use the automated underwriting system are the secon-
dary market organizations that buy mortgages like Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac. Most lenders don't keep their loans. In most instan-
ces, especially if they're prime conventional loans, lenders will sell
them to Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac. If they're sub-prime loans,
there are private investors who will buy them. Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac are still essentially in the one-size-fits-all business
despite the fact that they employ automated systems. They have a
wide variety of products, but it's still either you make it or you
don't make it.
One of the important things I want to point out here is this.
If you're using an automated underwriting system in that way, you
are really limiting your ability to learn because, for the statisti-
cians, you've got a truncated sample. You only learn about the
performance of loans that you approve. So your database only has
information on the loan characteristics of an individual applicant.
The database will have information on income, debt to income
ratios, credit score, reserve assets, the value of the home, and the
loan to value ratio. The only performance data you will have on the
loan, however, is whether it was a good loan or a bad loan on those
that you approved. This is because the rejected applicants will
never get a chance to perform. By essentially truncating the
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sample, loan company databases make it difficult for researchers to
analyze the data. There's no ability to learn in that system.
Ironically, the sub-prime lenders who use automated
underwriting to do risk-based pricing where they charge people
different prices for their loans, have the ability to learn, right? To
provide an example, let's just forget about the predatory lending
and overpricing sub-prime lenders utilize. Let's say they're good
guys. Even within that context, the way they learn is that they price
the loans conservatively. They're essentially learning on the backs
of the borrowers because they're more likely to fail. If you're a
lender and you were trying to work, you were entering new
markets, pricing new loans, and creating new data on higher risk
loans. When taking on higher risk loans you're going to charge a
higher price because you're not quite sure what's going to happen.
So you charge a little extra as a form of insurance. If the sub-prime
lenders estimates were wrong on the good side, they not only keep
that extra they charged but benefit from the good loan. The only
way the sub prime lender can lose money is if their estimates were
very wrong on the bad side despite the higher charging price. So
essentially you're learning, but on the backs of the people you're
lending to.
This is kind of a technical point, but it's an important point.
One of the things that we find when we look at the mortgage
discrimination debate is it ends up being a dispute over whether its
solely about the applicant's "race" or "risk." Both sides claim the
other does not have enough data to prove their point and they end
up arguing over semantics. There is never enough data to prove
either contention because the mechanism for learning is very crude
and very convoluted. One of the interesting things about risk-based
pricing which uses automated underwriting is that there's a
systematic ability to learn. Thus, the big policy question here is
what's the right institutional structure in which that learning can
take place? OK. That's sort of a precursor to some other things I'm
going to say.
In addition to the process of risk assessment being crude or
unknown, we still have loan officers underwriting at their own
discretion. How the loan gets packaged and how much work an
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underwriter puts into a loan can affect the chances of whether a
loan is approved or not. Do you go the extra mile to ask for the
401K information? Do you look for explanations on the credit? Do
you help applicants clean up an error on their credit report which
will change their credit score and their automated underwriting
system score? All of these concerns still apply, even in an
automated process.
Returning to my original point, I noted that the competitive
market model doesn't work. The first piece is that risk assessment
is hard to do and it's crude. The other piece of this is that the
mortgage market is structured in a manner that keeps consumers
ill-informed. Consumers are for the most part ignorant about the
mortgage process even though the Federal government has made
tremendous efforts to try and educate consumers. I did a survey
with the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination
52
where we interviewed recent homebuyers and there was a lot of
confusion about what they had in terms of their mortgages. In
addition to not being fully informed, the homebuyers did not shop
around and only followed the search process structured by the loan
officer/real estate broker network. In the study we also looked at
minority homebuyers. It's actually quite hard to find minority
professionals in the Boston area because the share of the minority
population is fairly low in the metro area. Fifty-percent of minority
homebuyers were working with minority real estate brokers and
those real estate brokers ...
[BREAK IN TAPE]
... structured where the homebuyer got their mortgage from.
This network is not just between random individuals. It's also
spatially and institutionally structured. Neighborhoods are a strong
organizing factor in the lending market in terms of how real estate
brokers sell properties-you sell the neighborhood as well as the
52 The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination (MCAD)'s mission is
to ensure equality of opportunity by enforcing [Massachusetts'] anti-discrimi-
nation laws in employment, housing, public accommodations, credit, mortgage
lending, and education. See http://www.mass.gov/mcad/.
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property. Appraisers use comparative sales data from the neigh-
borhood as they define it. There are also some other larger
structural issues to do with state variations, foreclosure laws, and
spaces that are and are not regulated by CRA. You've got some
institutions whose CRA assessment area is a particular neighbor-
hood. Another institution may have another CRA assessment area
in the same neighborhood but isn't CRA regulated. So there's a
bunch of regulatory structures, market structures, spatial structures,
and network structures that make it a highly structured market
instead of a free-wheeling competitive market.
These structures and the crude assessment process is
racialized. At the very least it's racialized because of past discrimi-
nation. I'm not saying it means that discrimination is over. I'm just
saying that the past explicit policies of discrimination have a
legacy and that legacy lives on in terms of minority homebuyers
having less income and wealth. Greg noted this trend when he
cited the Shapiro article. Black and Latino homebuyers have a
huge disadvantage in the housing market because they lack the
wealth to put money down for a mortgage. At the neighborhood
levels you have a bunch of areas around this country that were
devastated during the Great Depression and never took part in the
housing boom of the post-war period because they were essentially
denied access to credit. This went on well until the 1970s. It isn't
surprising that we still have burned out and denuded housing
markets in our major metropolitan areas. I mean, it takes a long
time to undo that sort of systematic destruction.
So we have that as a background. So if you look at the
distribution of income and wealth, which translates into the
distribution of risk and creditworthiness, you're going to see that
Black and Latino applicants are going to be at the lower end of risk
distribution. I don't deny that. That doesn't mean that they can't
get loans or they can't be helped to get loans. It just means that
they have to struggle through the mortgage process with a slightly
different mind.
There's also discrimination in other sectors that feeds into
the risk profile of minorities, which in turn racializes of risk. Much
of this discrimination is actually built into the risk assessment
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credit model that lenders use. Particularly noticeable is the way in
which credit scoring values some lines of credit over others. For
example, store credit or furniture store credit is not considered as
good a contributor to your credit score as credit card debt. Having
no credit record or no debt at all is worse. These factors can really
hurt minorities, such as members of the Latino community who
may not have credit records. In the Black community, you're more
likely to find people with store credit as opposed to credit card
debt. When types of debt are divided along racial lines, the result is
discrimination by lenders towards minority homebuyers.
Another example of discrimination in other sectors is the
lack of minority access to financial services such as savings
accounts and banks. Predatory lenders in the payday loan market
undermine the financial viability of people living in Black
communities, which in turn contributes to a poorer risk profile.
Then there's this whole issue of what is inside the assessment rules
themselves and the process itself. As I said before, we don't know
what goes on inside the black box. We don't know if the auto-
mated underwriting systems the companies are using are discrimi-
natory or not because we've never been given the chance to look
inside them. It's as simple as that. There are accusations going one
way or the other. You could argue that from a statistical basis their
data may be skewed because they've got a truncated sample and
they've got a sample in which blacks are underrepresented. But we
don't know. On top of that, there is also the issue of underwriters
and lenders who have discretion in their ability in how they treat
loans. In my own research done regarding manual underwriting, I
perceived that there was unwillingness on the part of underwriters
to work a deal for the Black or Latino applicants when compared
to white applicants. I don't have graphic data or a sort of empirical
database to support this conclusion.
Finally, risk is racialized because of segregation. The
reason I do work on segregation now is because I've come to the
conclusion that segregation is probably the most inimical and
essentially evil thing that undermines the wellbeing of so many
people in this country. What you're essentially doing in terms of
risk with segregation is concentrating people with less income and
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less wealth in the same neighborhoods. By separating these into
poorer areas, you ensure that they have less buying power in the
market. Selling your home in a segregated market results in selling
your home in a weakened market. This situation is exacerbated by
the fact that the homebuyer is more likely to be rejected when he
goes for a loan. Let me show you an example. The rejection rate
for Black applicants is around 25%. When you sign a deal with a
Black homebuyer, you've got a one in four chance that they're not
going to be able to buy the house because they couldn't get a loan.
As a result you either have to wait for them to go to another lender
and go through the process again, or you have to put your house
back on the market and stretch out the sales time. If you're in a
hurry to sell you're in a weakened position, and if this happens
systematically in a segregated situation the whole market is
weakened. The result is a self-fulfilling prophecy. Black communi-
ties are weaker markets, which leads lenders to be more conserva-
tive as to how they lend there. Because lenders are more conserva-
tive in how they lend in Black communities, credit is constrained.
This in turn weakens the market further. This dynamic is what
makes a lot of empirical studies trying to assess whether Blacks
and Latinos are really bad risks or not a little beside the point
because you are setting them up to fail. OK. The market
structure... I'm going to run out of time.
Scott
Keep going.
Guy
Delivery channels are also racialized. One of the first
studies I did was as a volunteer at the Woodstock Institute when I
was a graduate student. In the study we looked at how mortgage
bankers in Chicago were serving Black neighborhoods and
compared them with the more posh institutions serving white
neighborhoods. The result was the continuation of the dual market,
with sub-prime lenders focusing on minority markets and prime
lenders focusing on white markets. There's an overrepresentation
of sub-prime lenders in minority neighborhoods. Furthermore, Bill
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Apgar, who is a colleague of mine in the Kennedy School, gave a
talk at the Kennedy School a few weeks ago showing that Black
homebuyers are less likely to be served by CRA regulated
institutions. So there is data establishing essentially dual market.
And that dual market of course is organized spatially.
Then there's the question of, even within that context, at
the segregation of sub-prime lending in housing transactions. I
don't have data on this, but there is evidence of similar situations
in car sales and car loan markets that would give one pause for
thought. In the one-size-fits-all model you can actually vary the
price of a loan. You can simply say to someone the price for this
loan is 8% rather than 6%. In risk based pricing you can say your
credit score means that you deserve 8% and not 7%; in both situa-
tions you can vary the price. The question is when you're a loan
officer and you're looking across the table at the person you're
about to make an offer to. Will the price you offer to the person be
based on their race? A study of the Chicago car loan market
showed that white males got much better deals than white females
and black car buyers. The theory is that a white car sales person
may not have any empathy with the person across the table or may
feel he can get away with something with the person across the
table because of their power status. His position allows him the
opportunity to charge higher prices. Nissan and GMAC settled law
suits in the early 2000s because there were accusations of this
practice. It never went to court so it's unclear if the claim was
valid. I assume that GMAC and Nissan found the accusations
compelling enough to settle. The accusations were that Nissan
would run your credit application for a car loan through a Nissan
approved credit scoring computer model and determine a particular
price based on your credit score. The salesperson can take that
price and add an additional few percent to the cost. They found
that Black car buyers with the same credit score as white buyers
were getting charged more.
If this is happening in the car sales industry, to what extent
is this happening with the pricing of mortgages? I want to put that
on the table because it seems a fairly obvious thing that may be
going on. So, let me give you some data on the outcomes of this
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racialized structure. This is very crude data taken from a Federal
53Reserve Bulletin Report of 2005. This is also some of the same
data Greg was talking about. Essentially, these show the percent
denial rate on an unadjusted basis: 25% denial rate for blacks
versus 18% denial rate for Latinos versus 10.9% denial rate for
Whites versus 15.5% for Asians. The differential between whites
and blacks goes down a bit. Between Latino and whites it goes
down a bit. Asians actually adjusted for their borrower character-
istics and get closer to whites. The difference between this column
and this column is it's adjusting for lenders. Some lenders just
have high denial rates and they were trying to establish a sort of
control for that. This in some way is a measure of the dual housing
market because when adjusting for lenders there's a drop in the
denial rate for Blacks. If Blacks and whites had gone to the same
lender, what would be the comparable denial rates? This question
is moot because they don't go to the same lender. They go to
different lenders.
In any event, denial rates are considerably higher for
Blacks and Latinos when compared to whites. A higher priced loan
is a loan that's 3% or more above the comparable Treasury
Security price which, according to Canner and Cook and Avery,
translates into about a 2% above prime. You are in a higher priced
loan category if you're 1.75% to 2% above prime. Prime is what
people with very good credit scores and the right income are
offered in terms of their loan amounts. A third of the Black market
is getting the higher priced loans compared to less than 10% of the
white market and 20% of the Latino market. There is a decline for
borrower characteristics, but the biggest move is adjusting for
lenders-26.7% versus 15.7%. Again, this is symptomatic of the
segregated financial market. Black homebuyers are being served
by a black housing market and a group of lenders that are more
likely to reject people on a higher basis.
Now, the traditional response to this sort of data is a
question: Is this data reflective of risk or is it reflective of racial
5' Robert Avery, Glenn Canner, & Robert Cook, New Information Reported
under HMDA and its Application in Fair Lending Enforcement, Federal Reserve
Bulletin, Summer 2005.
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discrimination? Does risk explain these differences of the higher
prices for Blacks because they're riskier? One side will say that
racial discrimination is what is driving these trends. Then the
response is going to be having a control for everything. The
banker's response would be that decisions are risk-driven because
it doesn't make sense to discriminate due to the loss in profits. The
community would then demand proof from the banks that it's risk-
driven. They would demand to examine the banks automated
underwriting systems and the calculations they use to check that
it's actually predictive of defaults in an accurate way and is
actually pricing risk right. Banks would then deny this access on
the grounds that it would be proprietary knowledge. You can't see
it. A stand-off; that's where we're going to be.
By the way, this situation is great for academics because
we are the ones that do all the research, perform all the sophisti-
cated economic calculations, and publish the papers they get in
Federal Reserve Bulletins and economic journals. It's an industry.
I think it's necessary work but I think that it's not a way forward
on a policy basis. And actually that's probably why I'm at a policy
school.
So what is the alternative response? The market is struc-
tured, and structured market risk assessment is crude. These factors
are racialized and we shouldn't be surprised at the data we see. So
what policies can we put in place to change the reality? I'm going
to focus my argument on one particular piece of the policy puzzle.
That is to say, we need to work at a way to do risk-based pricing so
we can learn about the populations that are being served by sub-
prime lenders who are essentially private actors doing their darned-
est to keep everything proprietary and under their control. These
are the lenders that have very loose regulations over the extent to
which their loan officers charge overage. Sub-prime lending runs
the risk of sliding into predatory lending so there's an argument to
be made here that right now we have a set of organizations doing
risk-based pricing that are not in the business of learning in a way
that we want them to learn. We want them to learn how to serve
underserved populations. We want them to learn how to serve
communities in such a way to ensure that they are strengthened
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and not weakened. I think the data and some of what Greg was
saying support the idea that they're actually not doing a very good
job of that.
So, how do we do that? Well, I've argued in my book that
the solution could be through the FHA performing risk-based
pricing. I will not claim that the Bush administration got their idea
of the FHA doing risk-based pricing from my book because they
won't have read it.. Nevertheless, the horse is out there. I was on
that horse too. I'm going to get back on it because I think it's a
good idea. It's a good idea with some caveats. So what is the
Federal Housing Administration? Some of you may not know its
history. Founded in 1934, it came under HUD when HUD was
created. The FHA makes loans to homebuyers by insuring lenders
who make loans to homebuyers using FHA underwriting criteria. It
was responsible for a lot of innovations in the mortgage market. It
also contributed a lot to the racist practices up until the 1970s, but
from the 1970s onward it became the vehicle for Black
homebuyers to get loans until the 1990s. The FHA was involved in
up to forty-two percent of the Black homebuyer market in 2001. So
42% of Black homebuyers in 2001 got their loans from FHA when
compared to 38% percent of Latino buyers and 19% of white
buyers. Since 2003, however, the FHA has lost market share
dramatically, particularly to the sub-prime business. But the thing I
want to really focus in on is FHA as an assessor of risk. When it
first started, there was a whole risk rating process in their old
underwriting manuals. They rated people by risk, put them in dif-
ferent pools, and charged everyone the same premium. They
reimbursed you if there was excess money in the pool. At some
point, they went from a specific individual risk-rated pool to a
more general insurance fund. Up until 1990, if there were, if the
FHA had charged excess premia it would be paid back if the loans
performed better than the price they charged. For example, say I
priced Carl at 10% and a whole bunch of other Carls at 10% but in
fact, all those loans performed so that I only needed 9% interest
rates to cover any loses. There's a 1% that was accumulated, so
under the policy this money went back to all the Carls that did not
default. It was essentially mutual mortgage insurance--old-
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fashioned America mutualism invented by the people behind the
credit union movement in the early 20th century. In the early 1990s
the insurance fund was becoming insolvent. FHA increased premia
and stopped distributing any excess funds because it didn't have
any. It accumulated a huge surplus, around 15 billion dollars, and it
started returning that money to homebuyers in the early 2000s. If
you go to the HUD website you can actually look up all the people
that are owed premium reimbursements from HUD. For example,
typing Williams or Smith will yield all the lists of Smiths and
Williams that are owed money. It would be interesting to get the
whole database and map it by census tract to see the racial distribu-
tion.
Anyway, FHA has not had a good time recently. It has
suffered because of the sub-prime market and its monthly volume
has plummeted from a high of $135 million per month in Decem-
ber 2003 to $35 million per month in September 2005. So in
response to that, the Bush administration wants FHA to become
more competitive. Now they argue that the sub-prime market's
doing OK and is taking care of people in that niche. I don't quite
agree with that. I think the FHA should be in the business of
directly taking on the sub-prime lenders and try to regain the
market it lost in the Black communities, the Latino communities
that it traditionally served. If you talked to real estate brokers in the
early '90s, which I was doing, they all had relationships with loan
officers who represented FHA lenders. It was the place to go to get
your loans and it needs to reestablish that position. I think it can do
it through risk-based pricing and I think it's in a position to do that
because it can do risk-based pricing. You can call it sub-prime
lending if you want, but it can do it with quality controls. And it's
got the technology. They've got this total risk-rating model that
rolled out in 2004. The system is regularly accountable to Con-
gress and the FHA's underwriting is subject to public scrutiny.
Over the past 10 years it has worked very hard on quality control.
It has the credit watch system that monitors lenders to see whether
the lenders have high default rates. It has list of appraisers and the
power to monitor their behavior. It just instituted an anti-flipping
rule. It won't insure a mortgage on a home that was sold 90 days
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before. It has foreclosure mitigation. I'm not saying FHA's perfect
-far from it-but at least it has those structures in place and has
that quality control philosophy.
The other thing the FHA has is a mutual insurance fund
structure. If they make a mistake and they're conservatively over-
price loans, the money goes back to the people that are overpriced
so you're not learning on the backs of the borrowers. Now lenders
are learning and reimbursing people when mistakes are made. The
political feasibility of this is in question; because it is in the budget
and may slip through because it's either unnoticed or may entail a
fight. I would argue that it's something worth fighting for. The
potential impact is enormous, for revitalize the FHA will increase
the flow of capital into minority neighborhoods and allow for
accurate data learning. It likely the case that, a lot of the models
they've been using have been wrong and that there are pricing
mistakes to fix. Well, FHA offers a mechanism for that to happen.
Kate Foster
I'd like to introduce now the discussant, Scott Gehl. He is
the tireless Executive Director of Housing Opportunities Made
Equal (HOME) in the City of Buffalo, New York and he has
prepared some remarks today to comment on Guy Stuart's paper.
Scott Gehl
HOME is a civil rights organization. Our mission is to
assure the people of Western New York fair and equal access to
the housing and communities of their choice through education,
advocacy and enforcement of fair housing laws and creation of
housing opportunities. I'm proud to say that HOME has been at the
center of efforts to combat housing discrimination and promote
equal opportunity for more than four decades now: Before the
assignation of Dr. King prompted a recalcitrant Congress to finally
pass the Fair Housing Act,54 before Lyndon Johnson created the
54 42 U.S.C.A. § 3601. On April 11, 1968, President Lyndon Johnson signed the
Civil Rights Act of 1968. Title VI11 of the Act is known as the Fair Housing Act
of 1968.
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Department of Housing and Urban Development. 55 As you can
appreciate, in more than four decades we have been involved in a
wide range of matters, none of which have been talked about given
time constraints today. Discrimination is a vastly underreported
crime. Professor Squires this morning referred to the National Fair
Housing Alliance, which two days ago released its annual trends
report which estimated there are 3.7 million instances of housing
discrimination in America last year, and yet fewer than 1% are
reported.56 Why? One is that we haven't done a very good job
about informing people about the laws so many folks don't know
that they're protected. Secondly, while the passage of time has not
ended discrimination, it has taught those who would discriminate
how to be a lot more subtle about it; and, the slanderers and direct
statements of an earlier era have been replaced by smiling apolo-
gies, even statements of concern. People don't know who to com-
plain to. That's another reason it's underreported. Or, in the midst
in the search for housing-which is where most discrimination
occurs-it's one of the more stressful times in anyone's life and
many home seekers just can't spare the time to report an incident
of discrimination. And after all, why would they want to live
where they're not wanted. What would be in it for them?
In the summer of 1991, HOME completed a study analy-
zing CRA 5 7 compliance in Erie County in the years 1987 through
1991. The study examined lending performance of a number of
local institutions, some of which are no longer in existence, some
of which continue not to dominate our local lending market. I
always have a trepidation going back 15 or more years to see if a
piece of work will hold up, but when I looked at that earlier this
week, I was pleased to see that it, that it seemed to. Despite the
fact, that at that time, we were dealing with very limited data
which revealed only the aggregate number and amounts of lending
by institution by census tract. Hence, we had to go through a very
complex process of stratifying tracts by income and race and then
5' The Department of Housing and Urban Development Act, Pub. L. No. 89-174
(1965).
56 National Fair Housing Alliance, see http://www.nationalfairhousing.org.
57 "CRA" refers to the Civil Rights Act of 1968.
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normalizing them by the number of one-four unit residential struc-
tures in each tract, which automatically assumed that the demand
for mortgages would be relatively equivalent. And, again, these
sorts of things are no longer needed methodologically because
now, thanks to the CRA data we have, we know about the
characteristics of loan applicants as well as the outcome of indivi-
dual loans-as well as the reasons loans are denied. In meetings
with CRA officers from every examined institution-save for one
who could never find the time to talk with us because he was
always out cutting ribbons somewhere-we found a wide range of
sophistication in CRA efforts between those with offices in
Buffalo and those with offices in New York. For example, there
were institutions [that] did no marketing in minority media or even
used human models of color, who then had no explanation as to
why their lending in minority tracks were so low. There was one
institution that had a special mortgage product they were very
proud of for low to moderate homebuyers, but they never marketed
it publicly, and they didn't even promote it in-house. Surprisingly,
there was very little demand for this product.
In that long-ago analysis, HOME found that [by] control-
ling for income there wasn't any pattern of bias with regard to
overall race in residential lending; however, an entirely different
pattern emerged when one removed home improvement loans from
the equation. In both middle income and low-mods strata, which
tracts received significantly more mortgages than did integrated
tracts, then integrated tracts significantly more than predominately
minority tracts. So, hence, we concluded that race becomes a better
predictor of any area's relative number of mortgages than do
logically economic factors.
Our testimony at that time came out around the time the
Federal Reserve in Boston announced their findings, and so
consequently, our work became the substance of testimony to the
State Division of Human Rights, the Assembly Committee on
Banking, the Buffalo Common Council, etc. At that point, we were
positive that different lending rates were the result of indifference
and ineffective marketing to communities of color, disparate
appraisals, white realtors and loan officers pursuing loans for white
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applicants and underwriting criteria tailored toward white middle-
class standards.
I'll-be first to acknowledge these are relatively unsophisti-
cated explanations, as were the researchers. Accordingly, I find
Professor Stuart's more thoughtful analysis of rate interesting. In
his explanation of the loan application process, he presented data
about the importance of the relationship between the realtor and
the loan officer and he suggests that some of the disparate
outcomes are the result of which prospective deals those commis-
sion-compensated realtors and loan officers decide to invest their
time in. Also of, I thought, of great interest, was the whole concept
of neighborhoods and appraisals. And, I know from living and
working in the City of Buffalo most of my life, about the tremen-
dous variances. If you took the same house on Deerfield Avenue in
Delavan/Grider it might be worth $25,000; move a half a mile over
to Kensington/Bailey where it might be worth $35,000-$40,000;
move it to University Heights where it might be worth $50,000-
$60,000; move it to Hertel/Parkside where it will be worth
$90,000; then move it to the safest town in America, and you can
just imagine what it will be worth. And I think your idea Professor
Stuart, that when appraisers appraise a property, they are not
merely appraising the structure or the parcel but really the value of
the residence as a piece of the neighborhood, that's what begins to
explain these tremendous disparities.
I hope that your observations with regard to the limited
utility of credit scoring can gain some traction here. Your findings
of credit scores of individuals are negatively correlated with the
percentage of minority and low-income people who happen to live
in the neighborhood of the person who is being scored, as well as
the fact that the aggregate effect of low scores in terms of decreas-
ing credit in the markets are driving out conventional lenders and
leaving homeowners susceptible to the ravages of sub-prime and
even predatory lenders. And, I want to credit our colleagues at the
Buffalo Urban League who do such important work in combating
that predatory lending. For years, I've evangelized against the use
of credit checks in getting prospective tenants. It's profoundly
disturbing that credit checks are now being used by insurance
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companies to set rates, even by prospective employers to make
employment decisions. Given our history and economy, I think
that the increased reliance on the mythical objectivity of credit
scoring will have an inevitably discriminatory effect. Also, you
reference in the book the whole phenomenon of fair lending
exams...
Guy Stuart
Yeah.
Scott Gehl
Historically constructed by accountants whose professional
training is in the areas of safety and soundness rather than equal
opportunity, such examinations have been very limited in scope.
Standards have been set low and the results have not been widely
publicized. As a result, few institutions have ever been found to be
deficient despite these tremendous disparities in lending rates to
white and minority applicants. And as a result, so little has
changed. I think that as advocates, we need to press not only the
government charted institutions but the government itself, which
supposedly represents the public interest. You know, I think your
idea of the mutual insurance and FHA, and perhaps with other
government intermediaries, that makes a great deal of sense. We
have to do all we can to bring legitimate lenders back into
underserved markets and to drive out unscrupulous operators who
victimize cash-strapped homeowners with predatory loans.
We've got to remember all of this, and let me lapse into my
role as advocate as though I've gotten very far out of it at any time.
We have to remember that Americans' history of segregation and
inequality has over and over again been aided and abetted by the
action of governments. In the area of lending, we have those old
FHA handbooks which promoted racial and ethnic homogenating
and called integration the precursor of declining property values.
I've seen excerpts of some of those old appraisal and insurance
manuals that associate the presence of people of color with moral
risk and poor investments. In the years after World War II people
of color were in large part denied access to the government-
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supported construction and homeownership boom and the public
subsidies that fueled sprawl and racial separation. Meanwhile
urban renewal destroyed city neighborhoods, and in some cities
like Buffalo replaced racially diverse communities with segregated
housing developments. Because in this nation we choose to finance
so many of our public services with local property taxes, separa-
tion and sprawl have given rise to rising inequality. As a
practitioner in the field of civil rights, I appreciate that the sponsors
of the symposium have brought together Dr.'s Squires, Stuart and
McFarlane to Buffalo to share their perspectives with UB's own
distinguished faculty. I hope that from this and other gatherings we
can formulate new strategies like those proposed by Professor
Stuart to combat inequality-that we'll need to move beyond the
dispassionate analysis and scholarship and become agents of
change if this inequality which eats at our Nation's soul is ever to
be addressed.
Martha McCluskey
I'm concerned that there's a tension in your discussion here
and in your book that you haven't quite played out and that's
captured by the term "learning" (to explain what risk-based pricing
would help us do). I think you should eliminate that word. I see
part of you saying, OK, risk is constructive, risk is racialized.
There is no real risk that we're going to find the right information
and accurately reflect. In other words, from that critique, I
conclude that we can never learn the real risk. When you set up a
risk-based pricing system then, you will never be learning, you will
always be leading the risk. You're always creating the risk. You're
not learning what the real risk is and so any risk-based pricing
scheme you really have to confront right at the center. But what
we're doing here is we're making a policy choice about how do we
distribute the risk? Who is going to become the riskee and who is
not? And so that's the heart of what anything is going to do. Risk
is power. It's not a real set of data out there that we're reflecting.
It's always the power to create it, and so, rather than thinking of
pricing risk, we have to control the risk. We're going to have to set
up an insurance fund whose goal is to reduce the risk of the poor or
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non-white in the United States. And there are plenty of ways that
could be done. I think I'd be skeptical, but maybe, but there may
be some windows of opportunity here.
Guy Stuart
That's a really great point, I want to try and respond
thoughtfully. A glib response would be to say I probably didn't do
a very good job of saying what we were going to learn. You sort of
have a theoretical version of learning here and you've implied that
I have a theoretical version of learning. There is a risk. It's real in
people's lives. People lose their houses. Lenders lose money.
Neighborhoods get destroyed. And at the heart of the construction
process is that the ability to access credit improves risk both at the
personal level in the sense that, if you have access to credit and
other financial services you're ability to mange your life over time
is improved. In the United States, the only way people save is
through equity in their home, except for the very wealthy. And so
having access to loans improves people's lives and their risk
profile in that very concrete way. But that means there's a self-
fulfilling prophecy. If you are deemed a bad risk, you will not get
access to that and so you will be a bad risk. That definitely plays
out at the neighborhood level. So, on the one hand, I want to say
there's a reality there. On the other hand, I want to say it's a
constructed reality and the constructed reality has to do with the
nature of the financial tool. And the same with insurance I would
argue. But the goal of the lender is to comply with FHA policies
because if they comply with FHA policies over the long-run
they've got to make some money because the FHA is going to
continue to insure their loans. It's a bit like what happened in the
70s when FHA was first opened up to the Black community. All
hell broke loose-flipping, block-busting, phony appraisals,
massive foreclosures. The south side and the west side of Chicago
were destroyed. Detroit was destroyed. The guy who was in charge
of the Milwaukee FHA office provided training and education to
the mostly single moms moving into FHA homes, ensured that the
appraisals were done properly, provided them with maintenance
training, and was able to demonstrate that this (these were Section
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235 loans) actually worked. Now, it never got institutionalized in
policy, but that was the idea. That was an extraordinarily powerful
idea [which demonstrated that these programs] can actually work if
you do it properly.
Greg Squires
My concern is this. Let's assume that it becomes entirely
transparent and we learn what the variables are and what the
ratings should be to measure risk. It seems to me this has to have,
at best, a disparate impact because credit scoring will always
reflect income and wealth and other factors because of the histor-
ical discrimination of this industry, not to mention the current
discrimination. African-Americans and Latinos are going to score
less wealth than whites so at best we're going to perpetuate into the
future the inequalities that have happened in the past. And, I can
see the lender's going to say: "It's the actual objective qualities of
the borrowers that are coming to us." Of course those objective
qualities are shaped by the historically discriminatory processes
that result in Blacks having less wealth than whites.
Guy Stuart
Yeah.
Greg Squires
So, it causes me to wonder, maybe the progressive solution
is to go back to "yes" or "no" decisions. And, do we really want to
look to the FHA as the solution to the nation's mortgage problems
or do we want to figure out how to place these kinds of controls-
whether it's through HOPE or CRA-in the private sector, which
is still responsible for the lion's share of the market.
Guy Stuart
Yeah, but there are a couple of things to look at here. There
are two real tests of this. One test is whether the model predicts
defaults across race and income. There's an endogeneity problem.
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Unknown Female Respondant
What's the endogeneity problem?
Scott Gehl
The endogeneity problem is that the neighborhood is a bad
risk: It doesn't get loans so it becomes a bad risk. Endogeneity is
the chicken-or-egg problem in laymen's terms. So that's one
problem. Another issue is whether the model's predicated on a
profit per deal, so you'd really look at sub-prime lending's automa-
ted underwriting models rather than prime lending's automated
underwriting models. The ultimate test in the market is profit not
default. A consumer finance company['s] model is not to minimize
defaults. Its model is to make profits, and it assumes a 20% default
rate. But it knows how to make money with a 20% default rate. In
the sub-prime market, profit is the ultimate test. In the prime
market, it's unclear whether default is the ultimate test or profit is
the ultimate test of the model. But regardless of those technical
issues, can you learn from the model about what it is about the
Black and Latino that is putting them at such a disadvantage? Is it
the wealth issue? Is it the lack of reserve funds issue? Is it a credit
score issue? A credit history issue? Is there something about the
financial education system within the Black community, the Latino
community or the low-income white community which is setting
up people to fail when it comes to managing their money? You can
actually then progress to policy solutions on that score.
Actually, I think Freddie Mac at one point a few years ago,
basically came out and said [that] for the same incomes, [and the]
same wealth, Blacks had worse credit scores than whites. They got
slammed for that. But in some ways, they got slammed because
they did it in a really stupid way. They just approached the whole
thing the wrong way. But in some way, if data were suggesting
that, how do we as a community have a conversation about that
and address that issue? What does it mean to be Black in America
today? That would be one option. The other options say they really
are indicative of the situations of the Black community and all the
Latino community and we need to question those data and have a
discussion about that. But either way, I think there's a way for-
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ward, but it may raise some more uncomfortable conversation.
And, I think segregation is so central to this. If it comes down to
the fact that's its about segregation, then this is a waste of time, but
at least we've gone through the exercise to understand what's
going on and we've learned something from it. I guess the other
piece of this is we also need to control the lender behavior.
Greg Squires
But you're confusing disparate treatment with disparate
impact. I mean, yes, you've got a Black and White in the same
neighborhood. You know the differences are going to be thin.
Guy Stuart
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 58 They do exactly the same
thing: they set up a mutual insurance fund that does exactly the
same thing, and they start doing risk-based pricing. How can you
insure the survival? Well, I mean, the advantage of Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac is that they have a little bit more independence.
The disadvantage of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac is they have a
little bit more independence. You know, the FHA, it's interesting.
Nothing about the FHA really has to change. The mutual insurance
fund is in place, the idea of rebates is in place, quality control is in
place. The caveat here is the implementation side of it. You know,
it's a question of, "Is the FHA better than the patchwork of state
laws?" and that's an organization, bureaucratic question-but a
very important question. So in terms of the political, whether this
would get undercut at some point, you know, that's a political risk
you take.
Audrey McFarlane
I'm not quite sure if I do see the distinction between
disparate treatment and impact because what you're saying is that
even if we look at disparate impact, and say that we'll look at this
category of low-income Back borrowers are a high risk, but if you
58 Freddie Mac, supra note 23.
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actually control for (blank) characteristics with whites, that you're
going to find that there is disparate treatment...
Guy Stuart
Yeah, I think we were moving a little too quickly to get my
mind around the disparate treatment-disparate impact difference,
so I'm really focused on impact. And I think, Greg, your comments
would actually speak to disparate-there would be a disparate
impact on Black and Latinos. Your argument is(and I'm arguing
that I don't know), but my hunch is that there would be a disparate,
there might be a smaller disparate impact than you, we might
disagree on the size of the disparate impact.
Unknown Female Respondent
(Female Respondent reminds Guy Stuart of a prior point he
was trying to make).
Guy Stuart
Right. In terms of the profile, a Black applicant's profile is
different from the profile of a white applicant whether that profile
difference is related to risk or whether it's just a profile issue, and
the model doesn't quite capture the nuances of the profile issue.
You can have people who live very different, but have the same
ability to run 100 meters. You can have people look very different
and represent the same risk. But, if your model is based on how
they look, then you may not capture that similarity. And so that's
essentially what I'm trying to say.
Unknown Female Respondent
Is that what you hope to learn?
Guy Stuart
That's what I hope to. I want to know to what extent the
models are predictive. The problem is, there's a real problem with
the fact that you've got segregation. I'm not sure that, I think this
is going to end up being another, excuse my, we're on tape aren't
we? I want to say another academic debate that will get us nowhere
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because of the endogeneity, because I hope they would control for
lender behavior. I mean, you can imagine how it's going to play
out. And I would rather go forward with some action items that
create learning going forwards.
Kate Foster
I have a question in the back and then I have Carl.
Delisha
I'm Delisha and I'm with the Buffalo Urban League. I
totally agree with Professor Stuart [and] his idea of the secondary
market participating in doing something to control the situation
that's spiraling out of control. And certainly I see, I mean, FHA or
Fannie Mae, and FHA is just a different project. I just didn't see it
in the lights you introduced. A beautiful remedy to the problem of
predatory lenders, sub-prime lending, to me, this is an opportunity
for these lenders or for the secondary market to control these mea-
sures from coming in and basically taking over. So, would not we
use the words, it's a "learning experience" to move into the secon-
dary market, making some changes to at least stop this problem of
predatory sub-prime lending to African-Americans, Latinos? It
makes sense from his presentation. I say excellent. And it is a
learning experience.
Guy Stuart
Risk assessments are crude enough and often wrong.
Right? There are 2,900 direct endorsement lenders in the country
which are FHA-approved lenders who have the authority to
underwrite FHA loans. There are 11,000 who do FHA lending, so
the 2,900 is the key. To what extent does their political lobby
enhance their competitive ability and build? To what extent are
they also sub-prime lenders? I actually don't know. I haven't done
the analysis. Let's not talk about what I know, let's talk about what
I don't know and what we can-what you could-do. And, one is,
you could analyze to what extent the lenders that are doing FHA
are also doing sub-prime and therefore do they see themselves
gutting a market (their own market) which is profitable to them
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right now. What does the Mortgage Banker's Association59 think
of this? And then the National Association of Realtors?
60
Unknown Male Respondent
How do we fit Freddie Mac into...
Guy Stuart
Well, Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, they're not involved
with FHA.
Male Respondent
I might be worried about what to do...
Guy Stuart
Well, they would be-well, except for the FHA-actually
taking care of a market that they don't take care of, so there might
be some issues there, but I think the big (blank) is the political
world to get the bureaucracy right. To do the implementation right.
To do the quality control right.
Martha McCluskey
What I see here is the politics underlying what I take is the
hopeful vision that you put out here. The politics is that we could if
we wanted to, set up a mutual fund that I think should be particu-
larly geared to the sub-prime market right now.
Guy Stuart
Yeah.
59 Mortgage Bankers Association is the national representative of the real estate
finance industry. See http://www.mbaa.org.
60 The National Association of Realtors is the national trade organizations for
real estate agents. The Association observes that it is the "acknowledged leader
in developing standards for efficient, effective, and ethical real estate business
practices. See http://www.realtor.org.
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Martha McCluskey
And it would be set up to compete with that sub-prime
market. And I think you're absolutely right. It could be done. It
could be done better because that sub-prime market is basically an
opportunity for incredible disproportionate profit. Outrageous
profits are taking place there. You could basically say, we have the
means to serve this market, to serve it better, to serve it more
efficiently.
Guy Stuart
Yes. Absolutely.
Martha McCluskey
No question. And this is what the workers comp example
that I looked at did. But you would also have to address head-on
what I see here dancing around which is the reason for the dif-
ference: Risk is first and foremost racial segregation. So if you
want to address the problem, if you really want to have an effective
mutual fund that addresses the problem of this sub-prime risk, you
have to make the central policy of that mutual fund pricing the risk
and doing other things to address the segregation. Don't treat that
segregation as endogenous. It's the heart of the risk. It's not
something that's separate from the risk. It is the risk.
Guy Stuart
I haven't read FHA's underwriting guidelines in the last
year or so, but I would assume they still have their class homogeny
guideline in there. So, that needs to get changed; the same as
Fannie Mae/Freddie Mac. And, does class make a difference? No
because the risk-based pricing is not race-based-it's risk-based.
And the question is "What role does wealth play?" Now, it's kind
of, it's crazy because you're absolutely right that the way we set up
the housing market right now [means that] low-income people are
going to have to buy low-income housing, and that's affordable
housing, which will be in particular neighborhoods-segregated
neighborhoods. I'm trying to identify a doable thing. I don't know
if it's doable. At least it's discussable. Right?
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Athena Mutua
Right.
Guy Stuart
If you only talk about wealth transfers, Amen to that. Yes,
let's transfer wealth. I'm also raising the tax on the wealth. Can
you deal with that separately or does it have to be part of the
question? Are there triggers? For example, should FHA be-now
this is going to annoy the Black real estate brokers-monitoring
the rapidly changing neighborhoods? Well, FHA used to do that
and you [would] talk to the Black real estate brokers and they'd
say, "Hey, they're screwing up my market," because there was an
argument that there should be home buying counseling. Real estate
brokers don't like home buying counselors, right?
Unknown Male Commentator
Right.
Guy Stuart
Because you screw up their deals, right?
Unknown Male Commentator
True.
Guy Stuart
And you guys are powerless in the market, and they're the
most powerful in the market. So, you have the FHA saying they
need homebuyer counseling, and [that] they need to put brakes on
re-segregation because segregation is not a static thing. And, you
could actually have some influence on segregation if you try to put
a halt to some of the funneling of Black and Latino residents in
particular neighborhoods and some of the steering away of whites,
but is that the role? Should FHA be playing that role? Is that a
political time-bomb?
I have no answer for you. Well, I have a political answer
for you: No, it shouldn't be doing that. We should keep it narrow.
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Greg Squires
I've got to say two or three things. Look, if we had an
effectively- competing FHA on the basis of risk-based pricing, it
would be better than what we have now in the sub-prime market.
No question. I'm assuming that in any risk-based pricing system,
incoming wealth and other financial considerations have to be
among the variables that would be included in the model and on
that basis alone, there would have to be a disparate impact
associated with race and certainly with class by definition.
Athena Mutua
By definition.
Greg Squires
Thirdly, who's going to get the rebate? Is anybody who
doesn't have a loss get the rebate or is it only those people who
were in a class where the average loss is less than was predicated
gets a rebate?
Guy Stuart
Yeah.
Greg Squires
That creates a set of political problems. Finally, isn't the
fundamental problem here that we continue to treat housing as a
commodity that individuals purchase in the market, rather than as a
right? We don't raise these questions about people's right to go to
a public school. I realize schooling is not available on an equal
basis, but we at least allow ourselves the delusion that public
schooling is available to all and you don't have to have a certain
income level or quality of wealth to qualify for schooling. Now,
Chester Hartman and Rachel Bratt and other planners have been
writing for years about a right to housing and looking at other
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forms of ownership, and that's way beyond political feasibility
right now.
6 1
Greg Squires
Part of what we're dealing with is our commitment to the
notion of housing as a commodity that is going to be given to those
who qualify on financial considerations and we have totally
ignored the needs of people who are or should be represented.
Guy Stuart
In Cambridge, we do public housing really well. If you
want to see a good public housing model, come to Cambridge.
Now, public housing isn't the only way to de-comodify housing
but it's a way, and it's done really well in Cambridge and lousy in
other parts of the country.
Greg Squires
We do it for the elderly in other parts of the country.
Guy Stuart
Right, right. Again, I have no quibble with that. But then a
segment of the population that can be served with a commodity.
And actually, ironically, let me [say], with my work in India, and
looking at how property rights for women change the status of
women within households, and gives them power in confronting
their husbands, I've actually, I have a little bit of a nuanced view
of the role of property rights in liberation. It's not always bad.
61 See A RIGHT TO HOUSING: FOUNDATION FOR A NEW SOCIAL AGENDA,
(Rachel G. Bratt, Michael E. Stone & Chester Hartman eds., 2006). This collec-
tion of essays considers some of the key issues related to America's housing
crisis. Such topics include income inequality, segregation and discrimination,
the rights of the elderly, as well as legislative and judicial responses to
homelessness. The book offers a detailed examination of how access to adequate
housing is directly related to economic security.
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Athena Mutua
My name is Athena Mutua and I'm [a professor] here at the
Law School and I'm about to introduce Audrey McFarlane who's
going to talk to us a little bit about neighborhood and economic
restructuring. When I heard that and I looked at that paper, I had
questions about economic restructuring because, to me, it was all
about gentrification and how that of course complicates some of
the things that we have been talking about. When I think about
what we've done today, it's been a fascinating program and my hat
is off to Carl and Martha and the others who put this program
together because I think we've gotten a good bit of information to
chew on. I think we started off the morning being told, you know
what, government policies helped to structure this stuff, right? It's
structured. A situation that kind of allows for and facilitates kind of
segregated living. That it does. And then we went on and talked a
little bit more about kind of this risk-based notion, which from
Guy's book tells us that the risk-based notions not only help to
structure, but continue to structure segregation not just on the basis
of race, but also on the basis of wealth.62 Really problematic when
we start talking about racial minorities and other groups because
they sit in both those groups. They tend to have less wealth and
they tend to live in poor neighborhoods which means that their
assets are lower cost. It becomes this kind of self-fulfilling
prophecy where they look at the person and say, "Well, what kind
of economic wherewithal do they have?" on the one hand and then
"what are their assets worth?" And then when they're talking about
their assets, they're looking at neighborhoods. And they're looking
at their houses, less money, less loan money to them to invest in
those houses in those neighborhoods which of course recreates the
whole situation.
And so Guy.. .Here are some things we can do about this
and he has his FHA policy trying to bring more insurance, a way to
insure that risk, and to track the information, provide us some
information about how this thing is playing out. But it's still a
wealth-based system and it seems to me that has certain kinds of
62 Stuart, supra note 3.
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problems. When we go back to the neighborhoods, though, these
segregated neighborhoods, segregated not only by race but also by
wealth, that is, poor people get to live together, working class
people get to work together, rich people get to live together. That
sort of stuff. And that is also racially divided, and Audrey's going
to be able to talk about this more-another kind of movement. A
movement back into these central cities. And this movement is
being touted as the solution to the central cities. That is, bring the
affluent, these wealth categories. Bring the affluence back into
these neighborhoods and that is going to solve the problem. And,
Audrey's going to give us some questions-going to pose some
questions about that as a policy alternative.
Audrey McFarlane earned her A.B. from Harvard-Radcliffe
in 1986, and earned a J.D. from Stanford Law School in 1990. She
then clerked for the Honorable Higginbotham who was the Chief
Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.
She has a teaching career as a visiting professor at the University
of Maryland Law School where she initiated that school's first
community development clinic. She later joined and is currently [a
faculty member] at the University of Baltimore Law School where
she teaches courses in local government law, property, land use
and a seminar in local economic development. Her scholarly work
focuses on the intersection of race and class in local government
law, specifically in the areas of land use and economic develop-
ment. And, she's written a number of innovative and thought-
provoking articles on empowerment zones as a reflection of the
racial geography of economic development, on the impact of
globalization on business incentives, and on the implications of
racialized space for business improvement districts as well as a
critique on the democratic theoretical justifications for community
participation in economic development. Her current work is related
to issues of eminent domain, regulatory taking and gentrification.
And she's going to talk to us today about The New Inner City:
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Class Transformation, Concentrated Affluence, and the Obliga-
tions of the Police Power.63
Audrey McFarlane
Thank you. Last, but not least! This has been a very rich
discussion and in fact I feel like just saying "ditto" to all that
you've heard today, because I think what you've heard today is a
way to start looking at some of our phenomena that we see around
us. We can see racial segregation but we don't really. Intentional
racial discrimination still exists, but it's not the only explanation
for what's happening. We need to look at it structurally, and look
at how race has become embedded in lots of structures that we take
for granted as being neutral and objective and making sense. And
so I'm going to continue that framework of discussion and talk
about what I term the "new inner city".64 And the title comes from
my observation that "inner city" was a race term. That when you
said someone was "inner city", you knew who that was; and, if
someone else would say that they lived in the city, you knew who
that was as well. That was a different person. And so, the "new
inner city" is, I think, it's going to come about that educated,
highly compensated white and other ethnicities of urban profes-
sionals will be happy to claim the inner city as their home and
happy to claim the apparition of inner city. I've changed the title of
my talk to "Urban Spatial Restructuring: Local Economic Devel-
opment and the Obligations of the Police Power."65 It's the same
topic, which is, looking at the changes that are taking place in quite
a number of cities around the nation and around the globe. Central
city living has become hot. The market for property in lots of
central cities has resurged in ways that would have been
impossible to even consider before. And so I want to talk about
63 Audrey McFarlane, The New Inner-City: Class Transformation, Concentrated
Affluence and the Obligations of the Police Power, 8 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 1
(2006).
64 id
65 Audrey McFarlane, Urban Spatial Restructuring: Local Economic Develop-
ment and the Obligations of the Police Power, available at http://www.
irpumn.org/website/conference/materials/sessionVII-mcfarlane.ppt.
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some of the implications. The relevance to Buffalo, but Buffalo has
not yet caught this wave as I understand it. But the topic is still
relevant because even though I can't tell you how, I think I can just
predict, with no data, nothing to support me, except that somehow
it will happen here too. And that's because it's happened in places
where, you know, the south Bronx; Harlem; New York; Baltimore;
Maryland; Washington D.C.; south D.C.; places that were on the
reviled sides of a hard demarcation line between races and also a
hard demarcation line based on race and class. And, I never would
have thought it was possible in my lifetime that people who had a
choice of where to live would have chosen to live on the side of
that demarcation line that was racialized Black and classified poor.
So, I'm going to talk about how cities have been reconfigured
spatially and the class transformation that is explicitly being
sought. And, I want us to consider what obligations do city govern-
ments have as they participate in and facilitate this reconfiguration.
Now, Athena, I thought of your question: "Why call it
'urban spatial restructuring'? Isn't that just gentrification?" Sure.
But, I like the term "urban spatial restructuring". First of all, I
think people shut down when they hear "gentrification." They
think, "I know what that is. I know what she's going to say." So, it
means invasion by the affluence, and I put quotation marks around
invasion. It also invokes images of displacement, so invasion
displacement is the phenomenon we have in mind. But what I like
about urban spatial restructuring is that to me the term emphasizes
that deliberate choices are being made in terms of this political
gentrification. And, it also gives more of a geographic emphasis to
the phenomenon; that we are creating new territories of exclusion
within the city. So first, I'm going to just briefly talk about some
global trends and our urban development history, although I think
it's really been covered quite adequately here today; but, I have a
slide prepared for it, so you're going to hear even more about it.
And then we're going to look at current issues that are posed by
the class transformation that's being sought by [the] city support of
development that's taking place. And I want us to discuss: Is this
class transformation an appropriate goal? Is it OK for the city to
look at a particular neighborhood and say (let's say, even a retail, a
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business district): "We've got nail shops, beeper stores, urban
clothing stores, and we're going to do some redevelopment here,
and those -stores are not the appropriate kinds of stores for this
area. We don't want that here." Is that appropriate for the city to
do? Similarly, with the type of resident? We have an area in
Baltimore-God help you if you're poor and live on prime
property-[where] there's this beautiful neighborhood [with a]
view of the Baltimore skyline (to the extent it exists). And there's a
low-income housing project that went bad-it was privately
owned-and they've moved out all the tenants. They're planning
to redevelop and the city's vision is suburban houses starting at
$400,000. One of the city planning officials was heard to remark
that the people who had been moved out were just criminals and
not the right sort of people, so it was justified to move them out.
Many of them are currently in hotels and have not been relocated
anywhere else. So is that an appropriate decision? Now you might
say, "Well, were those people Black. Wasn't that about race?"
Well, of course, but the way it's articulated is it's really about class
because those are not the sort of people who have the right class to
live in this neighborhood. They can't afford $400,000 houses and
this is the type of neighborhood that we are planning to have. So, is
class transformation an appropriate goal? Is this development
taking place in a way that meets the needs of all? And does the
public play an appropriate role in deciding the type and nature of
redevelopment?
So, some of the global background. We have a local and
global trend towards decentralization. We see that in the suburban
ideal which we are quite familiar with, our aesthetics favoring
trees, grass [and] single-family homes, quiet and family-oriented.
As you know, the automobile has made us mobile and the rise in
availability of motorized transportation in general has affected the
way that we live. You no longer need to live where you work. It
started with the advent of trains, buses, all the way to the
automobile. The result of all of this mobility is [that] we now have
a decentralization of the metropolitan area that has taken jobs and
retail services from the central cities and sent the middle[-class]
and affluent people to the peripheries of the metropolitan area such
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that we now have new urban areas called "exurbs" and new cities
developing on the edges of our metro cities called "edge cities."
Globalization is the economic decentralization phenomenon that
we see where you have the decline of manufacturing in the United
States and its migration to the South and abroad so that means that
we have lost blue collar work that would pay a wage to support a
family.
The federal programs that you've heard mentioned that
gave rise to the nature and shape of the suburbanization and also
the resulting impact on the cities. We have the FHA mortgage
insurance program and the racial redlining practice that they
followed. As you know, without the FHA, we would not have
mortgages or we would not have had amortized mortgages. Prior to
the FHA, a typical mortgage would have been six to ten years.
Extending it out 30 years really became a way that facilitated our
homeownership in the United States. But it did so in a racially
discriminatory way because they ranked neighborhoods as insur-
able based on housing type and racial homogeneity. So neighbor-
hoods were ranked A, B, C, and D. To the extent that you had any
kind of integration in the neighborhood, you would have been
downgraded as ineligible for the loan and so therefore it tended to
discourage loans to any neighborhoods that had any Blacks in the
neighborhood because that would have downgraded you.
In the middle of the 20th century there was an attempt to
engage in slum clearance and urban renewal. I don't know how
many of you are familiar with that story, but that actually led to a
misbegotten attempt to improve the condition of the cities and
prevent the flight of high income tax payers to the suburbs. And
instead of renewing the cities, it's widely believed that it contribu-
ted to their decline. They would clear land and expect developers
to show up and build-here's this vacant land-and it didn't quite
work like that. And they would declare neighborhoods blighted,
and that became a self-fulfilling prophecy that it became blighted.
Also, public housing was part of this program. The idea
was that they were going to build public housing, but that actually
became a way to segregate blacks and so public housing was
designed for Black people and Black geographic areas. We have an
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example in Baltimore of where urban renewal funds were used to
tear down an integrated, predominately Black middle-class neigh-
borhood and build houses restricted to whites; and, build public
housing designated for Blacks. So, that's some of the history.
What's interesting about these programs is they had-the Housing
Act in particular-a participation requirement.66 That minimal
form of participation that was laid out in the statute actually ended
up galvanizing communities because the devastation wrought by
urban renewal and tearing down lots of primarily Black commu-
nities to actually start to focus on development decisions and
demand a role or voice in the decision making.
The Interstate Highway Act67 led to some of the major
highways that we see that were built through Black neighborhoods
and cities throughout the United States-through neighborhoods
and around cities. Following the minimal participation requirement
I told you about in the Housing Act of 1949-the urban renewal
program-what we ended up with after that were different urban
development programs that had different levels, or different types,
of community participation that were mandated. So what you saw
is: You went from weak mandates of the Urban Renewal Act68 to
strong mandates in the Great Society "War on Poverty" pro-
grams, 69 back to weak mandates in the Community Development
Block Grant Program, and back to a stronger mandate in the
Empowerment Zone Program from the 1990s.
7 1
66 National Housing Act 1949, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1441-1469 (1949); See also
National Housing Act 1954, Pub. L. No. 83-560, 68 Stat. 590 (1954).
67 Interstate Highway Act, Pub. L. No. 85-767, 72 Stat. 885 (1958).
68 National Housing Act of 1954, Pub. L. 83-560 c.649, Title III, 301, 68 Stat.
590, Codified at 42 U.S.C. § 5301 (1954).
69 President Lyndon B. Johnson, Remarks at the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor (May 22, 1964) (This is the speech in which President Johnson presented
his administration's domestic goals," therein coining the descriptive phrase "The
Great Society") (transcript available at http://www.lbjlib.utexas.edu/johnson/
archives.hom/speeches.hom/640522.asp).
70 The Housing and Community Development Act of August 22, 1974, Pub. L.
No. 93-383, 88 Stat. 633. (For a more comprehensive understanding of the Com-
munity Development Block Grant Program, see Louise A. Howells, Symposium:
Looking for the Butterfly Effect: An analysis of Urban Economic Development
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And, ironically, it's actually the Community Development
Block Program with its weak mandates that actually played, I'd
say, the strongest role in establishing participation as an expected
part of city living. That [is,] the idea that they had this minimum
right to notice in a public hearing [and that] they naturally have a
right to affect the outcome of the decision or make the decision;
they at least had to be told and there's some decision being made.
It meant that it actually forced cities to get used to thinking about
getting information back to their citizens and soliciting their views.
So in actuality, and inadvertently, the weakest one had the strong-
est effect.
All right. Today, we have shifted to local economic devel-
opment. There's been a severe reduction in federal support for
urban development and so with the loss of this federal revenue,
states and localities have started to compete to help themselves.
We have lots of subsidies and incentives for local economic
development. We see it in the form of stadiums, convention cen-
ters, festival market places and retailers. Typically if you're going
to see a development project take place, if you go from city to city,
they look remarkably the same because there's really a formula
that's been set up for how you go about doing this. You can't draw
on industries that produce widgets. So now they're following
consumption-oriented strategies to try to get people to consume the
city as a place for entertainment. And that is the strategy that you
see being followed, not just in the United States, but around the
globe. As all of these industries have receded, these are the policies
that cities have resorted to. So we have creative financing tech-
niques. A lot of these projects will be funded with revenue bonds
where the investors are repaid from the proceeds of the project
Under the Community Development Block Grant Program, 16 St. Louis U. Pub.
L. Rev. 383 (1997)).
71 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, 26 U.S.C. §§ 1391-1397D
(1994) (amended by Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-34, §§ 951-
952, 111 Stat. 788, 885, reprinted in 1997 U.S.C.C.A.N. 678 (codified as
amended at 26 U.S.C. § 1391 (2000)) (For a more comprehensive overview of
this program, see Audrey G. McFarlane, When Inclusion Leads to Exclusion:
The Uncharted Terrain of Community Participation in Economic Development,
66 Brooklyn L. Rev. 861 (2000)).
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itself-nobody guarantees them repayment-and also [from]
something called tax increment financing. We also see business
improvement in" districts arising in lots of cities where shop owners
in an area will get together and tax themselves extra money that
they then use to fix up their particular area. Again, you have extra
money being paid but it's going to benefit a particular area. So we
see limited effects of benefits for the rest of the city.
All right. So we are shifting to local economic development
and the goal seems to be to provide for the health, operation and
well-being of the city. There are a number of questions that I'll
throw out there: Are the resources extended for development
justified? Is the decision-making inappropriately privatized? A lot
of the decision-making for local economic development doesn't
happen in a way that actually triggers any open meetings or any
public notice or hearing requirements. Cities will set up quasi-
private agencies that are then deemed as private-public author-
ities, they may create a special district-and those entities make
the decisions free from public input. And so there's a question as
[to whether] this is inappropriately privatized? And there's a whole
debate about that question. And, are the benefits of local economic
development being channeled in a way that meets the social needs
of all?
Why has the inner city become hot? There's a demographic
trend of the empty nester, yuppies, childless couples, gay or heter-
osexual, and other people who are willing to live in the city and
actually find the city very important to meeting their social needs
and consumption tastes. We have within the United States, fueled
by globalization, something that's been referred to as mass
affluence,7 2 which is that there are actually quite a number of
people in the United States with lots of resources. Richard Florida
argues that there is a creative class of people who are knowledge-
based professionals and artists-scientists, people who create for a
living-and he argues that although these people constitute one-
third of the population, they actually have over one-half of the
72 Paul Nunes & Brian Johnson, MASS AFFLUENCE: SEVEN NEW RULES OF
MARKETING TO TODAY'S CONSUMER (Accenture 2004).
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income in the United States.7 3 So there's a lot of money out there.
There's a market force behind inner city living becoming hot.
My question is: Does it also reflect the success of local
economic development policy that emphasizes attraction of the
affluent? And, if we can attribute it to local economic development
policy, that raises the next question which is: Who's going to get to
stay in the city? Urban land is finite. And what we see are two
competing narratives at work, kind of vying for the heart and sole
of how we regard urban restructuring. On the one hand, we have
this individualized narrative of market logic, free choice, private
property ownership rights and inevitability. And on the other side,
we have a structural narrative of race and class subordination
which is that we are reinforcing the disadvantage that already
existed. And we're ignoring the importance of community for a
sense of place and connectedness. Also, our government is ignor-
ing the responsibility for ameliorating the hard edges of the
market. So all in all, urban spatial restructuring represents change.
You might say life means change, but the question is, what if this
change is made on the basis of your socioeconomic identity? Is
that a problem?
A little bit more about why, in addition to these factors, the
original people who are in the city may not be there after
redevelopment. Redevelopment's vision is typically what I call the
affluent paradise. It embodies economic segregation and a luxury
retail concept. The crucial mechanism of creating the affluent
paradise is to create a space that will appeal to affluent tastes. But
it requires a certain type of amenities [which] all have to be up-
scaled. So in essence, we're talking with redevelopment very often
about shopping. And if you think about it, shopping is everywhere.
Shopping is a part, a huge part of this redevelopment experience.
Also, entertainment is part of this experience as well. So what you
have is you have the suburban mall concept being brought to the
cities. So, the malls will be upscale, publicly financed and sub-
sidized by the public. But they are usually things that you need to
7' Richard Florida, THE RISE OF THE CREATIVE CLASS: AND How IT'S TRANS-
FORMING WORK, LEISURE, COMMUNITY AND EVERYDAY LIFE (Basic Books
2003).
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have money to enjoy, and what you see as characteristic of them is
the upscale concept [which] involves heavy luxury, sky boxes, the
VIP row in the concert pavilion; and, these all have race and class
implications. You display your status based on your environment.
And so the luxury formula is seen as essential for making a project
economically viable and a potential positive net contributor to city
coffers. But the enjoyment of these amenities depends on who is
allowed to be there and who is excluded, so it requires that you
exclude those who contradict that status. There are actually very
sophisticated techniques used in the way these projects are
designed. They are designed as upscale as a way of being exclu-
sionary, deliberately, in order to convey an identity, but also to
keep undesirables out. There's an example that John Metzger has
offered of a Chicago development entity that received a demo-
graphic study that warned that a downtown shopping district was
becoming Black and that [it] was not going to be acceptable-that
that was not the image that they wanted to portray for that
shopping district.
74
Now the way that redevelopment also operates is through
the logic of real estate investment. Let's look a little bit at the
affluent attraction policy. What are its goals? One way to look at it
is that you want to restore a financially able and socially stable and
law-abiding population to the city.
The city needs money. So you want people who can pay
taxes and who don't use up as much in services. Some of the
indirect benefits are that it will improve the quality of life in the
city because it's going to include the quality of services and
amenities in the city. One view that's been advanced, at least in the
sociological literature, is that it will reduce the socioeconomic
isolation of low-income inner-city households. And this is kind of
a reverse corollary of William Julias Wilson's work, The Truly
Disadvantaged, when he talks about the declining significance of
race and he [discusses] the impact that the departure of the middle
74 John T. Metzger, Clustered Spaces: Racial Profiling in Real Estate Invest-
ment, LINCOLN INST. OF LAND POL'Y CONFERENCE PAPER 15 (2001).
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class has had on Blacks in the cities.7 5 No one has studied how
well do middle- and upper-middle-class people interact with
people of a lower economic class such that it improves the situ-
ation of the people of the lower income group.
So, this is the policy and here are some of the techniques
that local government uses to intervene. They provide incentives-
tax abatements that are either cash or regulatory. Some examples
are incentives for urban professionals to locate in certain neighbor-
hoods, and favorable rezoning of certain properties to facilitate
residential occupancy. Cities are also active in what we call the
public/private partnership. And there's no greater credit to a city
administration than to engage in one of these partnerships. What
they do is they facilitate redevelopment by subsidizing the cost of
acquiring the property and developing it. They'll freeze regula-
tions, use the eminent domain power, [provide] more business
incentives [and engage in] government bond financing. They'll use
the tax increment financing that I mentioned and they can even
offer favorable taxing policies such as payments in lieu of taxes.
Sometimes developers are able to get the city to just waive taxes in
order to encourage them to come in.
Now, where's the controversy over redevelopment?
There's usually not much public controversy that gets reported in
the news that really has politically negative effects--except when
government directly assists in the implementation of a redevelop-
ment plan by exercising the power to take property. And so that's
the firestorm of controversy that you heard last year with the Kelo
v. New London case. 76 But eminent domain is not really the
problem or the issue. The real issue is the redevelopment and the
vision, and there's not much centralized conversation about it.
There's not much organization around it until it's too late. You
have to ride a bus and just talk to people as they're murmuring,
"Can you believe these changes?" When eminent domain comes in
and you have the individual property owner who is resisting the
change-not all property owners resist-and that person now
75 William Julius Wilson, THE TRULY DISADVANTAGED: THE INNER CITY, THE
UNDERCLASS AND PUBLIC POLICY (The University of Chicago Press 1990).
76 Kelo v. City of New London, 545 U.S. 469 (2005).
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becomes the champion for the community interest, you have to ask
yourself: Is that the appropriate person to represent the interests of
all the other people who may be adversely affected by the
redevelopment?
So my question is: Where are there any limits on cities and
how they facilitate redevelopment? What obligations should the
city have in its decision-making to take the competing interests
into account when they facilitate redevelopment projects? Are
there any limits to the affluent attraction policy? We have to look
to the source of the city's power to redevelop, which is the police
power. That's the state's inherent power to govern, regulate
property and liberty in order to protect the general health, safety
and welfare. There's not much discussion about the police power,
I'll say, because it's usually defined only when they've exceeded it
[and] someone is challenging an exercise of the police power.
They describe the limits of the police power but they don't
describe any affirmative obligations. So you won't see a discussion
of that in the law. But if it's the state's power to exercise these
powers in order to protect the general health, safety and welfare,
then our question is, what is the general welfare? And the answer
is not immediately self-evident because of the context of the social
relations within which the police power is exercised, meaning
within the context of the reality of the disparate abilities, interests,
histories, structural impediments and disadvantages between dif-
ferent groups in society. People who hold more wealth are going to
be able to influence government to advance and protect their
interests more so than people who hold less wealth. And public
policies and the way we formulate them are weighted by prejudice
of class identity [and] class interests. This deliberate restructuring
of urban space to suit the needs of the affluent will admit of no
inherent limiting principle unless government intervenes to
ameliorate the force of the market that has been structured to
respond favorably to affluence.
So, what am I saying? What's the general welfare, and who
gets to be included? Is there any way to talk about things that
government ought to consider in exercising the police power?
States and local government have brought discretion to plan for
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and facilitate redevelopment. That's what you saw in the Kelo
decision, which is that the Supreme Court reaffirmed its earlier
decision in Berman v. Parker in 1954 that if a government is
engaging in redevelopment, who are we to second-guess that
redevelopment plan?77 We're going to have to defer to their
judgment-they're closer to the ground. If you actually take close
look at Berman v. Parker, however, one thing I noted was that
[the] footnotes [discussed], in a couple of places, the people who
were subject to redevelopment, or urban renewal as it was called in
the Berman case, [and] noted the racial identity of the people who
were being subject to this redevelopment. They also said this plan
makes sense because the people are going to come back so they've
made the provision for the people to come back. And so, therefore,
who are we to second-guess this plan? It just makes sense on its
face. So that would seem to suggest that a plan would have some
kind of inclusiveness of the poor in a redevelopment plan in order
for it to pass muster. Kelo v. New London was probably a little less
specific than that. And they merely said that where there is a
carefully considered plan that's been put into operation, then who
are we to second-guess it? So to me the idea of the carefully
considered plan is our opportunity to at least raise not only
participatory issues-who gets to decide or join in on making these
decisions-but whether or not the community is represented, not
just in the decision-making, but in the benefits of the particular
program and for equity and fairness considerations.
What I also recommend is that we can look to the Mt.
Laurel case.78 That was a case in New Jersey. There was a huge
problem with extreme racial segregation in the suburbs such that
there was no affordable housing in the suburbs-no apartments.
The towns were zoning such that you could only build large houses
on large lots and it was done for the purpose of excluding anybody
who did not have any resources. The effect in New Jersey was that
there was no affordable housing in the suburbs. You had to go to
the central cities if you wanted to find affordable housing. And so,
77 Berman v. Parker, 348 U.S. 26 (1954).
78 Mt. Laurel Township v. Mipro Homes, L.L.C., 878 A.2d 38 (N.J. Super. Ct.
App. Div. 2005).
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over a protracted period of litigation, the New Jersey Supreme
Court finally announced a number of principles that had to govern
suburban towns in the exercise of the police power, which in this
case was zoning. The court announced this decision arises out of a
fundamental fairness. The fundamental fairness problem is that
you have to have affordable housing as a matter of fundamental
fairness. You are not going to be able to control the use of land
within a jurisdiction in favor of rich over poor. And if we think
about fundamental fairness, it's probably not even really only
about the harm that we do to the victim by denying someone the
fundamental right to shelter, but the harm that we do to all of us to
allow people to live without diversity. And fairness, as we think
about it, relates to an ideal vision of society and the steps that we
take to make that ideal vision a reality.
That leads to the second obligation, which is a principle of
socioeconomic and racial integration, and diversity. The court said
if sound planning of an area allows rich and middle-class to live
there, it must also realistically allow the poor. And then the third
obligation was a principle of community preservation. This prin-
ciple is actually a little tricky. It was, in fact, the court announcing,
'listen suburbs, don't worry. We're not going to have you flooded
by poor people. You just have to let in your fair share. So you
won't be flooded. Your communities won't change. It'll be OK,
everything will be the same. You'll just be letting some people in.'
It was a little ugly, but I thought, hey, that's a great principle that
court recognized the interests in preserving community.
So similarly, there should be some kind of principle that
applies in redevelopment as well. Even if you live in a community
with lots of abandoned housing [and] lots of crime, for many
people, that's their community-they have historical ties, personal
connections, just a sense of place. The idea that at any time either
the government or the market can come in and upend that com-
munity without any regard to that connection seems wrong-headed.
So I'm not advocating that that means that no change can take
place, but [only] that if you follow this principle, you [should] at
least think about what it is you would be doing to allow some of
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the community to be preserved in whatever it is that you come up
with next.
So in order to reform the affluent focus, we have to think
about how we're going to make room for the Black and brown
poor and working class. We have to acknowledge the importance
of place and embeddedness, and we need better entry points for
public participation in redevelopment decision-making, and we
also want to try to take advantage of the ones that exist. When I
talk about better entry points for public participation, for example,
if you have a privately sponsored redevelopment project that's
taking place, the only point for public participation might be at the
point where the developer needs a zoning change. And so the
zoning change will be evaluated really on its merits of, is it
compatible with the area? The whole concept of redevelopment is
not really going to be subject, so that becomes the opportunity for
neighborhood opposition; but, at that point, it may be too late. So
in that sense, we do need to start thinking about better entry points
in this whole process. We also want to try to take advantage of the
ones that exist.
What I will also add is that this may not be the best
political climate or time to raise some of these arguments and the
Supreme Court seems pretty clear that they're not ready to take
class equity concerns into account. But nevertheless I've noted it
on the record. It's very important for us to get these ideas out there.
The kind of current political climate that took 30 to 40 years to
build, and it was through discussion and putting forth of ideas and
refining them that they were able to advance what they saw as the
right way to approach things. And, that's the end of my talk.
Athena Mutua
Thank you, Audrey. It was fascinating.
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Aaron Bartley
My name is Aaron Bartley. I work for a community organi-
zation on the West Side of Buffalo.7 9 We work on organizing land
issues of poverty and housing and equity. We're a fairly new
organization. My background is in organizing around labor and
community issues. I think much of what Audrey is talking about
reflects the social reality that we see in our cities, especially [in]
the global cities-the cities that are connected to global capital
most intimately or most closely. In evidence of that, I think we
probably all have been to Manhattan over the years and we're all
aware of the changes that have occurred just in the past 10 or 15
years, even since I started walking from lower Manhattan up to
125 th or taking a subway. We see dramatic change and I think the
implications of that change are not nearly as discussed as they
should be both culturally and economically, just in terms of justice.
And I think ultimately that's what Audrey's doing in this paper.
I'm going to run through a quick laundry list of concepts that I
think Audrey brings to the fore[front], and then I'll close by talking
about some phenomena that I think are extensions of what
Audrey's talking about but that we could discuss in the context of
Buffalo and other cities for a minute following my comment. First,
the term "class restructuring" seems to me to be a good concept.
It's actually what's happening. Classes are displaced and new
classes come in. You could add race into that terminology; it could
be "class and race restructuring" because that's precisely the
reality of the-phenomenon. Another concept that I think is very
important is the reality or the recognition that these policies are not
spontaneous [in] that there are public and private entities-
executives--deciding to lend in certain areas to certain types of
businesses.
Finally, I think the inherent displacement and reallocation
of city services and resources that come with restructuring is
something that we often forget. We think of it solely in positive
79 Aaron Bartley is the founder and executive director of People United for
Sustainable Housing (PUSH), a non-profit community organization that is
working to rebuild the west side of Buffalo, New York. See http://
pushbuffalo.org/about.htm.
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terms because that's an embedded concept. But it really is about
shifting resources, whether they're police resources, garbage
resources, all sorts of city services, to transitional or emerging
neighborhoods to make them upper-middle-class havens. And
that's a resource choice. That's a shift away from one neighbor-
hood and into another and so you expect to see declining services
in neighborhoods that have been written off altogether as low
income or just poor.
Now just a few extensions. Let's start with Buffalo. I want
to point out that this phenomenon, I think, differs dramatically
from city to city, especially given that relation to what you could
call global capital. Buffalo has not experienced this phenomenon
anywhere near the extent that Boston or New York has. I would
still argue that Elmwood Avenue is the emerging yuppie corridor,
and has been for quite a while. It's not spreading so much, but a lot
of the phenomena that Audrey's talking about are concentrated on
Elmwood and, I think in the last four or five years, downtown
[Buffalo]. Now a good portion of the East Side is extremely
depopulated and has transitioned say, from 1975, as a working
class (some middle-class and some underclass) Black neighbor-
hood to a largely depopulated underclass Black neighborhood. The
West Side, similarly, once was ethnic working class neighborhood
and [has] now depopulated to a multi-class ghetto underclass
neighborhood. But the point is, our sliver of the "yuppification" is
quite narrow. It's pretty accurate, I think, to make the argument
that almost all of this entire region is now well into that
phenomenon, or at the end point of that phenomenon of upper-
middle-class yuppification.
We were a manufacturing city. We have a tiny little, what
you call FIRE 80 sector, a financial services sector that supports
some middle-class, and then we have the University that supports
the middle-class. Boston has 30 universities and an enormous
financial services sector which I think, in our discussion, bites the
question-and Audrey begins with this question too-which is:
How do we, as a very dependent city (and I view Buffalo in many
80 "FIRE" refers to finance, insurance, and real estate.
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ways as just a microcosm of kind of the [problems] that under-
developed places all around the world face), think about develop-
ment in a way that isn't just giving away the bank to someone who
shows up and promises us something? I think there is a question
about the displacement, and I'm not sure where I come out on this
question. For example, Buffalo's downtown really has no popula-
tion to speak of-you know, literally. There are some, a few, small
number of SRO81 kind of hotels with poor people in them, but for
the most part it's entirely depopulated. Does that make it morally
OK to engage in some of these yuppification phenomena or not,
because of the other reallocation of resources that arises versus,
say, the area that I work in on the West Side, where if this became
yuppified-which I think, there is some potential for that to
happen-you would have a ton of displacement. So does that
change the moral dimensions of the problem?
There is agency when it comes to some of these issues.
Audrey does a good job of pointing out that there are legal strate-
gies through the police power and eminent domain. I would just
point out that there [are] also many organizing strategies to deal
with these questions. There was a famous movement on the south
end in the early stages of gentrification, say 1972, 1973, in Boston
that resulted in a substantial amount of public housing being
constructed and really the only class diversity left in that area is
due to that public housing, and that came out of a very militant
direct action movement that mobilized hundreds and thousands of
people over a two-year period. Some other groups: Toronto has a
great anti-eviction, anti-gentrification organizing movement right
now led by a group called OCAP, and many other immigrant's
rights organizations are also involved in it.82 So, the point is that is
that there are ways of organizing people to deal with these gentri-
fication issues. They're not often successful, honestly, because
some of the market forces are so huge, but I think that they are
worth considering as we grapple with them. I think maybe just to
open it up, my questions would be: which way forward for, say, a
81 Single Room Occupancy.
82 Ontario Coalition Against Poverty (OCAP) is a direct-action anti-poverty
based in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. See http://www.ocap.ca.
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city like Buffalo? How can we tinker with this embedded develop-
mental model where we basically put all our resources into
attracting people who want to live on middle-class playgrounds
(and we're seeing that, to some extent, with the waterfront plans
right now in Downtown Buffalo). Is that a good use of resources or
not? And, you know, are there other sustainable, non-dependent
strategies that we might be thinking about? So with that, I'll end
my presentation.
Audrey McFarlane
I don't know that there's any one direction that you can
take. One powerful approach is to take control of planning or
designating an area and getting involved in the planning process,
and coming up with our own plan for neighborhoods so that there's
a competing plan out there. And then try to marshal resources and
using that as an organizing tool. But in terms of the imperative for
government to spend that money, there's almost a sickness
involved in it where they feel like they have to. They have to use
that money, so there's a little bit of an extortion situation going on
right now, so it is difficult to resist. Some have argued that rather
than trying to offer incentives and kind of building up your area by
luring corporations, there are places in Virginia that have focused
on, not on incentives, but on just developing the educational base,
the infrastructure base, and investing in [those sectors], [arguing]
that if this place has the workforce that companies are looking for,
we will enable the people to take advantage of those [opportu-
nities] when companies actually come. And so that's an alternative
approach, but you need someone who has a long-term investment
or outlook, rather than one who has a short-term investment or
outlook.
Megan Cope
I'm Megan Cope from [the] Geography [Department] here
at UB. I think one thing that we're dealing with at the urban level
[are] multiple scales of discourses that are really problematic. For
one thing, the discourse of globalization, in [that], we're helpless
in the face of globalization. We're just a city, what can we possibly
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do against this giant ominous fragment set of processes. At the
same time, I think there's a really interesting discourse going on in
Buffalo which is a narrative of decline. It's deeply racialized.
There's this narrative that Buffalo is [in] decline and that the popu-
lation is aging-we're losing population, and that population that
is remaining is aging. Now certainly in net terms, the population of
Buffalo has gone down (now below 300,000), but if you look at the
populations of different racial and ethnic groups within Buffalo,
it's going up. But that's not talked about, right? The narrative of
decline at the urban scale is one of helplessness of population.
And, it's seen as the good population that's leaving-the middle-
class whites, right? And yet in my own research on the west side
[of Buffalo], I see vibrant neighborhoods there, I see families, I see
small businesses, [and] I see ethnic communities that are grounded
in place. And so, I think that some of these different scales of dis-
courses could be intersected in a very interesting way to compli-
cate some of these issues of reinvestment, economic restructuring,
and spatial restructuring.
Audrey McFarlane
I should have written down everything that you said. I
actually see the discourse that I've been aware of, or have
observed, as being the pursu[it] of local economic development as
a way of self-help. So I've actually viewed it as you're trying to
come up with an economic policy in the face of: Maybe I have the
kind of helpless orientation, but I have seen it as futile to call it
local economic development. And then also, once you invoke the
term "economic development" the conversation really does stop.
That is good, and it's a term that people.. .It's very difficult to
interrogate, so it takes the kind of work that Guy has done-and
let's say, with lending-to really take it apart and explain why it
doesn't have to operate this way, which seems to have its own
logic. Similarly, raw incentives don't have to be the way that you
do it. I don't know that there are many people thinking of alterna-
tive ways to do it.
One other thing you said. You said the word discourse, and
then oh, well, I've thought about this a lot and I've actually
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wondered: Stadium development is always touted as producing
jobs [and] revenue. There's no data to support that.
Unknown Female Respondent
Especially when you talk about in the suburbs.
Audrey McFarlane
Oh, well that too. So in the city of Baltimore, we have a
baseball stadium next to a football stadium. And so what does that
do? And I finally realized that a lot of this is about image and
being able to project an image of success and excitement. And
that's all, that's kind of a hoax for the cities to be able to project an
image of success. So Baltimore was able to put on, really, a fancy
dress suit and its best makeup right there at the inner harbor, but if
you went anywhere else, you would see something vastly different.
But dressing up that one visible part did so much, so after much
thought, I'm realizing that in some ways that the splashy redevel-
opment project gives people hope. But what happens is that when
that splashy redevelopment project takes off the way it's conceived
is everything that I said, and it kind of sets the tone for what else
should take place. And there's no balance, so there's an image part
of it.
Carl Nightingale
But one thing too about Buffalo that's different than Balti-
more, is that our inner-harbor may in fact do what you say it is, but
right now what they've done in the inner-harbor are two things
(they're not guaranteed, they're not at all aimed at middle-class
people whatsoever): There's a casino and there's Bass Pro.
Audrey McFarlane
What is Bass Pro?
Carl Nightingale
Bass Pro is a fishing store. I don't know what Bass Pro is;
they're going to put a big fishing pond in there. And then we're
going to give how many dollars per job?
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Unknown Female Respondent
Fourteen million.
Carl Nightingale
Anyway, you get the picture. And that's an exception to the
rule.
Audrey McFarlane
It's an addiction.
Carl Nightingale
And the second thing is Elmwood itself. Elmwood is not
Gap. It is not global corporations coming in. There's not even a
McDonalds. I don't think there's a McDonalds.
Audrey McFarlane
Right. Because when the national retailers show up, that's
the way you get to also demonstrate that you've been adopted by
the economic system. So you guys haven't been adopted yet but
you will.
Unknown Female Respondent
I think your point is well taken because, I mean, you think
about the Starbuck's model. The Starbucks model is that you let
local businesses often the upscale coffee market, and you come in
which is exactly what happened on Elmwood Avenue. So, you
know, in part it's constrained by just the limits of the amount of
spaces there, but if you think about it on some level, it still is a
similar model because although it's a small business, it is still
upscale. It is still targeted to an upscale market.
Carl Nightingale
I love how this conversation is going because we got, you
know, up in arms during the first two sessions. You know, we're
going to go out and lead the fight against residential segregation,
and now, of course, look at, oh boy, I kind of like some of these
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places. I pay lots of money to get on airplanes to go see some of
these places.
Unknown Female Respondent
Not in a way! (Laughing)
Carl Nightingale
I really like Buffalo because it's a little bit harder to find
these amenities. You got to look for them. You know, you gotta go
on treasure hunts, and I have this long thing about how, you know,
it's a diamond-in-a-rough city. I'd like to see sort of bubbles of
"alternativity" in the city. I'd like to see a free art school. I'd like
to see a Black ballet company. I'd like to see any number of
things-a public school that really works. Any number of things
like that. That's what I really want to look up for. That's what I
think I'm going to be most gratified by. And I just want to put out
that we do have value.
Athena Mutua
But the kind of problem is (blank) all the space. And if all
the coffee shops are places where it costs $4.00 to get coffee, then
that's problematic. At our second session with Guy, we, at one
point, were talking about, well, what might integrated space look
like? The problem is, we have no idea-we don't have many
models. It's hard for us to imagine.
Audrey McFarlane
I was in Atlanta [at] a conference organized around a new
development called Atlantic Station.83 It was in an area of the city
where [there is] a white working class area. There's a glitzy up-
scale mall, but most of it's outside so you walk down the street
[and] it's kind of like the Truman Show. It's all very controlled and
manicured and perfect. There was [a] Body Shop [and] my reac-
83 Atlantic Station, located in Atlanta, Georgia, is a former steel mill that has
been transformed into a dynamic, mixed-use live-work-play community. The
retail segment of Atlantic Station opened in October 2005. See http://atlanta.
about.com/od/realestate/a/atlanticstation.htm.
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tion was, "Oh, I needed that lotion"-it meets my needs. So, I too
confess that I will partake. They had a condo development attached
to it and there was set aside, a particular percentage, probably 10%,
of what they wanted to be workforce housing. So there's a slow
recognition about what's happening in some of these places.... We
haven't really dealt with the poor, but, they're saying that the
teachers and the fireman and the real working class or middle class
people are being shut out of living not just in cities, but in metro-
politan areas so there's more receptiveness to doing what they call
"inclusionary zoning," which are the mandatory set-asides that you
have to; you can build market rate as long as you include some
affordable units.84 What I see having more success is where there
is community agitation and planning in advance, and the commu-
nity development you do on your own through communities.
That's a very laborious way because community development is
very hard; but, there are a number of success stories. You can
always find individual success stories. There are projects that are
successes that provided cooperative housing [and] homeownership
opportunities for low-income people. They're dotted throughout
the country. There was a program called HOME, and then also the
HOPE VI program which is mixed: because you tear down the
public housing and build something in its place, that doesn't have
as many units. But they have built them as mixed income develop-
ments and in at least one neighborhood in Baltimore, that really did
stabilize an area of the city and attract investment. The flipside of
the community development efforts is [that] if you are really
successful, you could be jumpstarting gentrification by having
stabilized and fixed up the community.
84 "Inclusionary zoning," as defined by the National Association of Realtors, "is
a land-use concept in which local ordinances require builders to include a certain
amount of housing for low- and moderate-income households." In contrast,
"exclusionary zoning" is a practice that "effectively drives up the cost of hous-
ing," thereby excluding lower-income households from a community. The latter
practice has come under fierce scrutiny, most notably in New Jersey, where the
Mount Laurel decisions have led the way in promoting inclusionary zoning, as
well as other techniques to create affordable housing.
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Kate Foster
I want to return a second to the question of displacement,
and [whether it's] OK to do redevelopment when there are people
there. That got me thinking about the situation of vacant units, or
vacant lots or vacant housing, which Baltimore has thousands of
and so does Buffalo. I don't think I have my numbers right for
Buffalo, but let's say there are 20,000 vacant units. Even if 10,000
of them were structurally substandard, let's say, and you ripped
them down, that's still 10,000 vacant units in the city-in a place
that's not growing. And so you could start to say to yourself, two
things actually. One is, what justifies any new building when
you've got all those units that might be structurally sound? You
can't build your way out of a housing surplus. Right? And you
keep trying to build our way out of the surplus. And, you know,
here we are wondering why property values are changing. So,
there's that issue there for Buffalo, and I think for Baltimore, too.
And the second one makes me think about Baltimore being on the
forefront, for back in the 70s-I think it is, but I may be wrong
about it-with the urban house selling program where they gave
the people these vacant houses for a dollar or whatever the situa-
tion was. And, Baltimore is still sitting there with thousands of
vacant units. I may have the numbers wrong, obviously, [but] I'm
wondering, as we discuss that kind of a possibility for Buffalo
(doing urban home selling again), what could we learn from either
Baltimore's experience, or how we should be thinking about the
opportunities to use vacant units now in a different way than we're
thinking about redevelopment projects altogether?
Audrey McFarlane
Yeah. My understanding with the dollar units, they're in
one of the most expensive areas of the city now. That neighbor-
hood is one of the most exclusive neighborhoods.
Kate Foster
And have they continued that program?
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Audrey McFarlane
Nope. That predated me so it was a 70s program. But no, it
doesn't exist now. Now that we have taken more of a leaving it to
the market, there are ample developers who want to come in and
buy these properties, fix them up and sell them. And so they're
also trying to assemble the vacant parcels into larger projects for
redevelopment projects. And the class transformation issue really
is-and that's why I didn't want to use gentrification and displace-
ment-raised by redevelopment, because redevelopment very
often doesn't involve displacement. And so is there still a race and
class transformation issue? Of course there is, because how do you
decide what's going to go in there. And even complicating it more
is there a race issue let's say, let's use Harlem when part of the
people moving in are Black professionals? So if you're able to turn
out the Black renters and then a Black professional comes in and
fixes it up and becomes a homeowner, is there a race problem?
And there is. But we're really not used to thinking about it that
way.
Unknown Respondent
The question that I was going to raise addresses the same
issue in Washington where I lived for years. I moved into an area
that was blighted, and I've seem my neighborhood go through
what I call several generations. But I'm really talking about 30
years. Initially, Black middle-class and white middle-class, and
upper middle-class people who moved into that area had a close
association with people who lived in that area. We hired their
children, for example, to do our lawns. We mentored them. And I
was telling someone earlier, we have some success stories. One of
my children graduated from Law School, one has a doctorate, so it
was successful, but the community also consisted of elderly
retirees that had lived in the neighborhood since the turn of the
20th century or late, early 20s and they're now beginning to die
off. Their children and their grandchildren are not interested in
their homes even though they own the homes. They're selling
them, but as a result of them selling these homes, there is racial
transformation in the community and we've lost a lot. I went to the
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Smithsonian and saw my neighborhood in the Smithsonian and
that was a surreal experience.
Audrey McFarlane
Right, right.
Unknown Respondent
So I bought into the mixed neighborhood I've ethnically,
racially classed, but not what I'm seeing occurring now in the
neighborhoods.
Audrey McFarlane
Thank you for that story, especially about your experience
with the interaction and mentoring. Now what can be done to
educate, you know, for example in Harlem? I went to a meeting
about gentrification there, and they were talking about how they
sold their house when it was at $200,000, and then someone else
had sold it at $800,000 and now someone is saying, "Well, my
house is worth a million. Of course I'm going to sell." Hold on.
You know. You don't understand how valuable this is. So there is
education that does need to be done to kind of explain what is
going on, because I don't think people are really aware about the
entire phenomenon. It's just that they're happy to get their hands
on some wealth.
Athena Mutua
You have a question?
Unknown Management Student
Just a real basic question. You started off the presentation
with the globalization. I'm a management student. If you don't
outsource it's not going to happen. You're not going to have a
business. But we see at the institute, the industrialization of cities
and loss of jobs-you see that in Buffalo. You see that pretty much
everywhere, but don't you see it as a real cycle-basically, retur-
ning as a service society, the manufacturing going to Mexico and
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to China. And it's pretty evident that you can't run communities on
service. Don't you see a cycle? Is it inevitable?
Audrey McFarlane
Well, that is one of the discourses of inevitability, and that
we're helpless. And in some ways, yeah, there are great forces
going on out there. But within any structure, there are individual
people, and we're individual people and we have abilities to make
decisions. There are still decisions being made. It's not the change.
There's a change that there's still choices. They may be narrow
and they may continue to be narrow, but people still have decisions
to make about what to do. And so, for example, if outsourcing
really is the only way to survive, it may be that if we could get
business owners to start thinking about, well: What do I do to keep
some of the resources here? There are ways to be creative about
how you keep some of the resources here as opposed to, taking
advantage of outsourcing. Pretty soon, my professors are going to
be outsourced. Everything can be outsourced.
Male Respondent
May I just add that this discourse of inevitability I think is
flawed, in that even comparatively in the western world, rates of
de-industrialization vary quite a bit from country to country and
one example of this is, you just drive one-half an hour north to
Hamilton and you'll see a struggling steel industry.85 But it's the
steel industry and they're employing probably 150,000 people in
manufacturing, at one-half hour drive from here, whereas I grew
up being taught that that was impossible in Buffalo-that 35 years
ago it was just inevitable that all 250,000 of our manufacturing
jobs would disappear. And it's a result of different regulatory
structures, health care policy and so forth. And I'm not saying that
that industry in Hamilton is going to survive forever. I don't know
85 Hamilton, Ontario, Canada is situated in what is known as the "Golden
Horseshoe" (the area from Oshawa, Ontario around the west end of Lake
Ontario to Niagara Falls). Hamilton is home to two major steel producers:
Stelco, Inc. and DoFasco, Inc.
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what the prognosis for it is, but it's outlasted ours by 35 years at
this point.
Audrey McFarlane
I thought it was a good question and it's a national ques-
tion, not one that necessarily could be solved at the local level,
which is: What is going to happen to us when many jobs won't pay
a living wage and you have to have two or three jobs? There are
many people living that way now with no support. No benefits.
There are great implications for society. What will happen to us if
we don't have it? And right now, we put it on the individual-that
you're not doing something correctly to take care of yourself. You
should get retrained.
Aaron Bartley
When you start talking about incentives and the 2004
debate, they bluntly asked the candidates, "What are you going to
do about outsourcing?" And they said, "Well, we could give them
tax breaks." But, you could pay somebody in manufacturing in
China ninety cents or you could pay them twenty-seven dollars
here, plus benefits. And it seems like a shame.
Audrey McFarlane
Well, the internationalists would now say that there's an
issue of why is China paying 90 cents an hour and maybe people
are grateful for that. There are questions about the labor markets
there and how they're created, and coercion, and, you know, the
international organizations and what they could do to fix standards
for workplace safety-other kinds of regulation that right now
doesn't exist. So that's part of what we labor under here. So one
argument is, no regulations here, no workplace safety. And then
we'll become competitive.
Athena Mutua
OK, let's call it a day.
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Figure 64. Gin coefficient for household wealth Inequality In the
United States 1960-2000.
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Figure66 Figure Wealth
11 Median net worth (real estate, stocks, bonds and
other assets minus debts) in 1998 -
- whites - $94,900
- non-whites - $16,400
11 Black/white wealth gap of $43,000 even among
similarly situated households in terms of education,
occupation, and family status -- U-Turn, early 1970's
El 24% of whites and 11% of blacks received an
inheritance
El Average white inheritance - $115,000
El Average black inheritance - $32,000
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Figure67 Segregation Levels
All Metro Areas Miami
1980 1990 2000 1980 1990 2000
1l B/N Dissimilarity 73 68 64
[1 BAN Isolation 65 61 59
El HNV Dissimilarity 50 50 51
El HN Isolation 54 54 53
78 69 69 (14th)
89 85 83 (3rd)
52 50 44 (2 9
t
h)
62 73 79 (1 s")
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Figure68 Concentrated Poverty
Tracts Population
1970 2000 1970 2000
13 U.S. 1,177 2510 4.1 mil 7.9 mil
El Miami 7 31 41,888 122,274
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Figure 6 9Policy helped get us where we
are, it can help us get where we want
to aO11 Sprawl, Concentrated Poverlty, and
Segregation - major forces of uneven
development, all fueled by policy
El 30 year mortgage, FHA policy, creation
of GSEs, restrictive covenants,
mortgage tax deductions, highway
construction, public housing,
exclusionary zoning
11 Policy helped sell us on
homeownership as the American
dream and nurtured the sprawling, " .
exclusionary housing patterns that "
emerged .
Dead Man Waiting
13 IRBs, TIF Districts, tax abatements, land-cost
writedowns, depreciation allowances and
related policies subsidized new investment,
discouraged reinvestment in older communities
and nurtured the spatial mismatch contributing
to racial inequality
l Many incentives do not meet the "but for" test,
thus encouraging a "race to the bottom"
11 "Subsidizing economic development in the
suburbs is like paying teenagers to think about
sex" - Lyle Wray 'A
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Positive Impacts of Policy
11 Homeownership at all time high levels
11 Social Security reduced poverty among elderly to
national averages
l Medicare/Medicaid increased access to doctors for
elderly and the poor
LI EITC and Living Wage rules raised income of working
families
El NFHA - plaintiffs secured $190 million in fair housing
enforcment
EL GSE affordable housing goals
LI CRA generated $4 trillion for urban reinvestment -
Lending up for all groups
- Whites +30% Blacks +79% Hispanics +185%
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Is There a Role for Federal Policy
Today?
E1 Some policies have support from left and right -
e.g. EITC
9 Advocacy blocked even more regressive
proposals by Fed, OCC, and FDIC to weaken
CRA
El Predatory lending debate has critical federal
component
- A uniformly bad law is no virtue and a patchwork of
effective consumer protections is no vice
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Race Neutral or Race Specific
Policies: A False Dichotomy
El Affirmative action/contract compliance
in a community with a large minority
population affects entire region
E3 Regions with health core communities
grow more rapidly
11 Race neutral policies can
disproportionately benefit minorities
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Organizing and Advocacy
O3 Lawrence B. Lindsay
"There are two faces of community
development: noisy protest and quiet
accomplishment... One can act one way
at age 20 another at age 40. It is called
growing up... The protest banner can
still be held reverently in our box of
momentos, along with the love beads
and peace signs."
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